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he Housing Connection
If you have a computer and modem, and need information on housing,
use ACCESS-CMHC to log into Canada's largest housing library catalogue!
ACCESS-CMHC is the online catalogue of the Canadian Housing Information
Centre (CHIC), part of Canada Mortgage and Housing Corporation.

•
•

Dial free of charge from anywhere in Canada to access the Centre's extensive
catalogue of 75,000 volumes!
Search by subject, key words, title, author or ISBN number.

Use your modem to dial ACCESS-CMHC
24 hours a day toll-free:

1-8 0-29 -5585
and follow the on-screen instructions.
Then, contact CMHC to order what you need.
For information on searching techniques, housing topics and
ordering publications, contact CMHC at 1-800-668-2642
and press one or fax: (613) 748-4069

Modem Specifications:
Data Bits: 8
Parity: None
Stop Bits: 1
Time-out: 45 Seconds

CMHC~SCHL
Helping to house Canadians

NC>UVEEiUl"E DU CIRUR
The Compact Metropolis:
Growth Management and
Intensification in Vancouver,
Toronto and Montreal
200 pages, 1997

Ray Tomalty for the Intergovernmental
Committee on Urban and Regional Research
Using three case study regions (Vancouver, Toronto and
Montreal), Tomalty examines the dynamics of growth
management and intensification of the various levels of
government that have adopted policies to promote more
compact urban form.
Each region is examined under the following headings:
• The Region and Its Governance
• Growth Patterns
• Growth-Related Issues
• Provincial Planning Policies
• Metropolitan Planning Policies
• Municipal Planning Policies
• Recent Initiatives and Current Challenges
• Concluding Comments
To order the report, available for $35.00 per copy (plus GST
and $5.00 for postage and handling), please contact Alicia
Wexler, Intergovernmental Committee on Urban and Regional
Research, 150 Eglinton Avenue East, Suite 30 I, Toronto, ON
M4P IEB Tel.: (416) 973-1376. Fax: (416) 973-1375.
E-mail orders: awexler@icurr.org
Internet orders: http://www.icurr.org/icurr/research. htm

La metropole compacte :
Gestion de la croissance et
densification a Vancouver,
Toronto et Montreal
200 pages, 1997

Ray Tomalty pour le compte du Comite
intergouvernemental de recherches urbaines et regionales
Se fondant sur trois etudes de cas des regions de Vancouver,
Toronto et Montreal, Ray Tomalty examine la dynamique de la
gestion de la croissance et de la densification de divers paliers
gouvernementaux ayant adopte des politiques pour
promouvoir une urbanisation plus compacte.
II examine chaque region sous les rubriques suivantes :
• La region et son mode d'administration
• Modeles de croissance
• Enjeux de la croissance
• Politiques d'amenagement du territoire du gouvernement
provincial
• Politiques d'amenagement du territoire dans la region
metropolitaine
• Politiques municipales d'amenagement du territoire
• Initiatives recentes et defis actuels
• Conclusion
Pour commander le rapport (35 S l'exemplaire, plus la TPS et
5 S pour Jes frais de port et de manutention) : Alicia Wexler,
Comite intergouvernemental de recherches urbaines et
regionales, I 50 av. Eglinton est, bureau 30 I, Toronto
ON M4P IE8
Tel. : /416) 973-1376. Telec. : /416) 973-1375
Commandes - courrier elec. : awexler@icurr.org
Commandes - Internet: http://www.icurr.org/icurr/resf.htm
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from the editor
As you might have noticed, Plan Canada has a Canada's readability. And Karina Labinaz's and
different look this issue: both in its content
Bettina's experience in academic publishing will
and on the masthead. We have added some
serve our refereed authors well.
new departments and changed the design.
There are two more people who deserve
There's a new editorial staff and art director.
recognition for their contributions to this issue.
And the editorial board has changed, too
I would like to thank Sophie Gaborit for being
(please see Alan Young's introduction on page 5). brave enough to volunteer as the first senior
Before I introduce our
editor to work with our
team, let me introduce
team. Her previous experimyself. I'm Pamela
ence on the editorial board
Robinson, the new Editorhas proven invaluable for
in-Chief. Along with Kevin
this pre-conference issue.
A. Harper, Business
Finally, I would like to
Manager, and Bettina
thank Heather Lang-Runtz,
Longino, Office Manager,
Plan Canada's managing
we are Harper Longino
editor for the last five years,
Robinson - Community
for her help in a smooth
Planning and Development,
transition from her team to
the managing editor for
ours.
Plan Canada. We are
Now that you've heard
thrilled to have the opporall about us, we'd love to
tunity to manage the magahear from you. Plan
zine for the next two years.
Pamela Robinson, Bettina Longino Canada is your magazine,
And as planners, we believe and Kevin A. Harper
so if you've got something
that we can continue to build on the strengths to say or would like to write for us, drop us a
of Canada's only national planning magazine.
line. We'd be happy to send you our new editoPlan Canada's new look is courtesy of our rial guidelines to help you get started.
art director, Andrew Mclachlan. His style may
On behalf of our team, I'd like to welcome
look familiar to Tragically Hip fans-he's the
you to the new Plan Canada!
designer of their last two CD covers. His other
experience includes work at Camden House
publishing and Web site design while working
with Affinity Edge.
Our editorial team is experienced and
enthusiastic! We are drawing on Peter Hendra's
Pamela Robinson, M.PL.
experience at Vista, Toronto Life and Report
Editor-in-Chief
on Business magazines to contribute to Plan

Plan Canada
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du bureau de I' editeur
Comme vous l' avez sans doute remarque, Plan
universitaire, seront d'une aide precieuse aux
Canada a fait peau neuve autant dans son con- auteurs d' articles examines.
tenu que dans son bloc-generique. Nous avons,
Je tiens aussi a remercier deux autres peren effet, instaurer de nouvelles rubriques et
sonnes dont la collaboration au present numero
modifier la conception graphique de la revue
merite d'etre soulignee. Mentionnons d'abord
qui est geree desormais par un nouveau person- Sophie Gaborit qui a bravement accepte de
nel et un nouveau directeur de la creation. Le
remplir les fonctions de premiere redactrice
comite de redaction a, lui
principale aupres de notre
aussi, ete renouvele. Veuillez
equipe. Son experience du
prendre connaissance de
comite de redaction a ete
!'introduction d'Alan Young
indispensable a la publicaace sujet, a la page 8.
tion du numero d' avantAvant de YOUS presenter
congres. J' aimerais aussi
mon equipe, j'aimerais
remercier Heather Langd'abord me presenter. Je me
Runtz, redactrice adminisnomme Pamela Robinson
trative de Plan Canada
et j' occuperai le poste de
durant les cinq dernieres
redactrice en chef de Plan
annees, d' avoir faciliter la
Canada. Forme de Kevin A.
passation des responsabilites
Harper, directeur general,
de son equipe a la notre.
de Bettina Longino, direcMaintenant que vous
trice de bureau, et de moiavez eu de nos nouvelles,
meme, le cabinet d'urbanPamela Robinson, Bettina Longino nous aimerions en avoir de
isme et d' amenagement
et Kevin A. Harper
vous. Plan Canada est votre
communautaire Harper Longino Robinson
tribune a vous. Si vous avez des choses a dire,
remplira les fonctions de redacteur adminisfaites-le nous savoir. Nous serions ravis de vous
tratif de Plan Canada pour les deux prochaines faire parvenir nos directives redactionnelles, si
annees. En tant qu'urbanistes, nous croyons
vous en avez besoin.
pouvoir nous inspirer des realisation anterieures
Au nom de toute l'equipe, je _vous presente
de la seule revue canadienne sur l'urbanisme.
le nouveau Plan Canada!
Plan Canada doit sa nouvelle image
graphique a Andrew Mclachlan. Son style peut
etre familier aux amateurs de Tragically Hip;
c'est lui qui a corn;:u leurs deux dernieres
pochettes de CD. Au nombre de ces collaboraLa redactrice en chef,
tions, mentionnons la revue Harrowsmith et la
Pamela Robinson, M.Pl.
conception de sites Web pour le compte
d'Affinity Edge.
Notre comite de redaction est forme de collaborateurs chevronnes et dynamiques! Nous
beneficierons, entre autres, de l' experience de
Peter Hendra aupres des publications Vista,
Toronto Life et Report on Business qui veillera
a la lisibilite de Plan Canada. De plus, Karina
Labinaz et Bettina Longino, forte de leur
experience dans le domaine de la publication
Plan Canada
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meet the new editorial board
The March 1997 issue of Plan Canada is the
first to be published under the direction of
Pamela Robinson, Editor-in-Chief, with the
advice of the new editorial board who are
introduced to you below. Continuing from the
previous board are Ian Wight, Tony Parr,
Sophie Gaborit and myself. New faces are
Nancy Marshall and Hap Stelling. I would like
to acknowledge the contribution of outgoing
editors Heather Lang-Runtz (Arnprior),
Walter Jamieson (Calgary) and Marie Lessard
(Montreal), and former board member Mark
Poirier (Halifax), all of whom served with dedication and enthusiasm from from the beginning of 1992 to the end of 1996.
The new editorial board has been fully
operational since the fall. We are a very interactive group thanks to the miracle of e-mail.
We are working together to ensure that all articles, whether solicited or unsolicited, are,
hopefully, relevant, interesting, provocative
and useful to the practising planner. Plan
Canada will also continue to serve as the voice
of Canada's academic planning community.
One of our first tasks was the compilation of a

list of themes for upcoming issues. The themes
will help us focus our articles, both solicited
and unsolicited. We will also publish interesting articles that aren't related to a theme, particularly in the conference issues which will
cover miscellaneous topics. For each issue of
Plan Canada, a board member is assigned the
role of senior editor. Working with the Editorin-Chief, the senior editor is responsible for
soliciting articles pertinent to the theme, making judgement calls as to article selections and
offering suggestions to authors for improving
the readability of their articles. The board as a
whole will have the opportunity for input
throughout the editorial process.
I invite Plan Canada's readers to get
involved in the magazine. If you think we're
. missing something or have a good idea for an
article, get in touch with your nearest board
member or write us a letter. If you really like
or dislike something you read in the magazine,
send us a "letter to the editor." Remember, we
are volunteers who can use the help of a full
cross-section of our readers.
Alan Young

Introducing our editorial board

finishing as Director of Long-Range Planning.
For six years he was a planning consultant in
private practice. Since June, 1995, he has been
the planning director of the Town of
Orangeville, Ontario. An 18-year resident of
the High Park area of Toronto, Alan has been a
member of Plan Canada's editorial board since
1992.

Alan Young
RPP, MCIP, MRTPI
A native of St.
Catharines, Ontario,
Alan has an undergraduate planning degree from
the University of
Waterloo and a master's
planning degree from
Heriot-Watt University Edinburgh College of
Art. His first permanent position was with the
City of Edinburgh, Scotland, where he worked
on the South Side Local Plan. Returning to
Canada in 1977, he worked eleven years with
the City of North York, Ontario, in a variety of
positions in policy and development control,
Plan Canada

Sophie Gaborit

OU~MICU
Sophie is a planner
from the Montreal area.
She earned her planning
degree from the
Universite du Quebec a
Montreal in 1987. Since
M11rch I m11rs I 997
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then, she has worked mainly at the municipal
level in land use planning, project development
and drafting public policies, and development
strategies. Sophie has recently left her work in
Montreal to complete her master's degree in
Regional Planning and Resource Development
at the University of Waterloo. The focus of her
research is stormwater management at a watershed level. She has been a member of the editorial board for the past two years.

Antony Parr
FPIBC, MCIP
Born and raised in
England, Antony was an
associate member of the
Royal Institute of British
Architects and the Town
Planning Institute. He
also gained work experience at New Towns in Harlow and at Central
Cities in London.
Following two years of national service
with the Royal Engineers, he emigrated to
Nancy Marshall
ACP,MCIP
Canada's west coast in 1957 and became an
Nancy is a nontradi- early and active member of the Planning
tional planner with com- Institute of British Columbia. For the past 40
years, Antony has been involved at the local
munity planning and
development experience. government level in the evolution and development of British Columbia's urban and regional
She has worked at the
municipal and provincial planning. Most of his attention has been spent
government levels and in on the urban growth areas of Victoria and
the private sector. Her private sector consulting Vancouver; first as planning director for the
District Municipality of Saanich and then, over
experience began in the early 1990s and, since
1993, she has been with Praxis, Inc., A Social
30 years, as the director of planning, approving
Planning Company that specializes in public
officer and professional representative on Lower
involvement and stakeholder consultation. She Mainland Regional planning agencies for the
holds a master's degree in Environmental
City of Burnaby.
Recently elected as a fellow of the Planning
Design (Urban and Regional Planning) from
Institute of British Columbia, Antony is hopthe University of Calgary.
ing upon retirement to stay involved with
For the past year, Nancy has chaired the
Canadian planning, hence his membership on
Alberta Association of the Canadian Institute
of Planners' Practice Review Committee, which the editorial board of Plan Canada.
is responsible for the planning accreditation
process in Alberta. She is also in her third term
as a citizen member of the Subdivision and
Hap Stelling
MCIP
Development Appeal Board for the City of
Hap Stelling is
Calgary.
a principal in
As of February, 1997, Nancy will be leavSTELLING KELLY
ing Canada to pursue a Ph.D. in Planning and
Strategic Community
Urban Development at the University of New
Planners, a consulting
South Wales in Sydney, Australia. She looks
firm with offices in
forward to continuing her Plan Canada editorFredericton and
ial board duties from Down Under.
Moncton, New Brunswick. He has spent the
last 15 years providing planning services to
urban and rural communities in the Maritimes,
6
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undertaking policy development assignments
Ian Wight
MCIP
for the government of New Brunswick, and
Ian is entering his
serving as the director of a district planning
fourth year as an assiscommission. Hap's professional assignments
tant professor in the
include the preparation of over 25 planning
by-laws and regulations for various municipaliDepartment of City
ties and unincorporated areas. He has also prePlanning at the
pared numerous policy reports for government
University of Manitoba
and private-sector clients. His current work
and has been a member
includes serving as the project manager and
of the editorial board since 1993, joining just
lead project planner on a study team that is
in time to work on the 75th anniversary issue.
· preparing a new official plan and development A recent arrival to the world of academe after
by-laws for Charlottetown, Prince Edward
practising in British Columbia (Islands Trust)
Island. He also recently completed a new
and Alberta (Peace River Regional Planning
municipal plan and zoning by-law for the
Commission, Alberta Municipal Affairs and
Town of St. Andrews, New Brunswick and
Wight Consulting Services), Ian splits his time
drafted two major land use policies on settlebetween Victoria and Winnipeg and takes an
ment patterns and commercial and industrial
understandable interest in Western Canada
siting for the government of New Brunswick.
planning issues. He is also a member of the
Hap's educational qualifications include a
MACIP Executive and the 1998 CIP
Bachelor of Arts (Hons.) degree from Trent
Conference Organizing Committee.
49
University and a master's degree in Urban and
Regional Planning from Queen's University,
where he was also a CMHC University Scholar.

InfraCycle SOFTWARE
Infrastructure Costing and Land Use Planning
Software for Planners and Administrators
• fiscal impact modelling
• the cost of linear infrastructure and community services can be assessed
• costs and revenue can be assessed over time
• calculate the capital, operating and maintenance costs
• costs and revenue are compared
• calculate densities, population and compare costs and revenue to units and per capita
• modelling can be done to determine the implicitons to changes in standards,
urban design, population and density, inflation rates, changes in rates of financing
• determine development charges

IS YOUR OFFICIAL PLAN, MASTER PLAN, DEVELOPMENT
PROPOSAL OR ZONING BY-LAW FINANCIALLY SUSTAINABLE?

Visit our Home Page http://www.infracycle.com/
Ray Essiambre, InfraCycle SOFTWARE, 141 Abbotsford Rd.
Kanata, ON, K2L 1C6, tel: 613-836-1618, fax: 613-836-3713
email: ray@worldlink.ca
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nouveau comite de redaction
Le numero de mars 1997 de Plan Canada est le
premier que Pamela Robinson, redactrice en
chef, publiera avec les conseils du nouveau
comite de redaction que l' on YOUS presentera
ci-apres. Ian Wight, Tony Parr, Sophie Gaborit
et moi-meme demeurons en poste. Nancy
Marshall et Hap Stelling apporteront de l' eau
fra1che au moulin. J' aimerais reconnaitre la
contribution des redacteurs qui terminent leur
mandat: Heather Lang-Runtz, d'Arnprior,
Walter Jamieson, de Calgary et Marie Lessard,
de Montreal, ainsi qu'un ancien membre du
comite de redaction, Mark Poirier, de Halifax,
qui ont tous rempli leur mandat avec devouement et enthousiasme du debut de 1992 a la
fin de 1996.
Le nouveau comite de redaction fonctionne
en bonne et due forme depuis l' automne. Grace
au courrier electronique, nous sommes un
groupe tres interactif. Nous travaillons ensemble afin de nous assurer que tous les articles,
commandes ou non, soient, nous l' esperons,
pertinents, interessants, stimulants et utiles
pour l'urbaniste praticien. Plan Canada continuera egalement a se faire la voix du monde universitaire de l'urbanisme au Canada. Lune des
premieres taches que nous nous sommes

assignees consistait a compiler une liste de
themes pour les prochains numeros. Les themes
nous permettront de donner une meilleure orientation a nos articles, sollicites ou non. Pour la
preparation de chaque numero de Plan
Canada, on attribue le role de redacteur principal a un membre du comite de redaction. De ·
concert avec la redactrice en chef, le redacteur
principal doit commander des articles pertinents au theme, decider du choix des articles et
formuler des suggestions a l'intention des
auteurs pour ameliorer la lisibilite de leurs articles. Lensemble du comite a l'occasion de contribuer au processus de redaction.
]'invite les lecteurs de Plan Canada a contribuer a la revue. Si vous jugez qu'il existe des
lacunes ou si vous avez de bonnes idees d' articles, communiquez avec le membre du comite
de redaction le plus pres OU ecrivez-nous. Si
vous aimez vraiment beaucoup quelque chose
ou pas du tout, faites nous parvenir une lettre
ouverte. N' oubliez pas que nous sommes des
benevoles qui souhaitent beneficier des contributions de toutes les categories de lecteurs de
notre revue.
Alan Young

Presentation du comite de redaction
Side. De retour au Canada en 1977, il travailla
pendant onze ans a la Ville de North York, en
Natif de St.
Ontario, ou il assuma toute une gamme de
Catharines, en Ontario,
fonctions dans le domaine des politiques et du
Alan detient un diplome controle de l'amenagement et occupa en
de premier cycle en
dernier lieu le poste de Directeur de l' amenageurbanisme de
ment a long terme. Puis il fut urbaniste-conseil
l'Universite de Waterloo dans le secteur prive pendant six ans. Depuis
et une maitrise en urban- juin 1995, il est directeur de l'urbanisme ala
isme du Edinburgh College of Art de
Ville d'Orangeville, en Ontario. 11 habite le
l'Universite Heriot-Watt. 11 occupa son premier quarrier High Park aToronto depuis 18 ans et est
poste permanent a la Ville d'Edinbourgh, en
membre du comite de redaction depuis 1992.
Ecosse, ou il travailla sur le plan local du South
Alan Young

RPP, MCIP, MRTPI
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Sophie Gaborit
OUQ,MICU
Sophie est une
urbaniste de la region de
Montreal. Elle a obtenu
son diplome universitaire en urbanisme a
l'Universite du Quebec a
Montreal en 1987.
Depuis, elle travaille principalement a l' echelon
municipal dans le domaine de l'utilisation des
terres, de l' amenagement et de l' elaboration de
politiques publiques et de strategies de
developpement. Sophie a recemment quitte
son emploi a Montreal pour terminer sa
mai:trise en urbanisme regional et en exploitation des ressources a l'Universite de Waterloo.
Ses recherches porteront sur la gestion des eaux
en bassin hydrographique. Elle est membre du
comite de redaction depuis deux ans.

mandat a titre de citoyen membre de la commission du Subdivision and Development
Appeal Board de la Ville de Calgary.
Nancy quittera le Canada en fevrier 1997
pour poursuivre son doctorat en urbanisme et
developpement urbain al'Universite de New
South Wales, a Sydney, en Australie. Elle a hate
de poursuivre ses activites au sein du comite de
redaction depuis l'Australie.

Antony Parr
FPIBC, MCIP
Ne et eleve en
Angleterre, Antony a ete
membre associe de
l'Institut royal des architectes britanniques et de
l'Institut d'urbanisme du
Canada. 11 a egalement
acquis de l'experience a New Towns, a Harlow,
et aux Central Cities a Landres.
Apres avoir fait son service militaire penNancy Marshall
ACP,MCIP
dant deux ans au sein du Corps royal du genie,
il emigra sur la cote ouest du Canada en 1957
Nancy est une
et devint l'un des premiers membres du
urbaniste non convenPlanning Institute of British Columbia, ou il
tionnelle qui possede de
joua un role acti£ Au cours des 40 dernieres
l' experience en urbanisme et amenagement
annees, Antony participe aux travaux de l' adcommunautaire. Elle a
ministration locale sur l' evolution et le
ceuvre au sein d' admindeveloppement de l' amenagement urbain et
istrations municipales et provinciales ainsi que
regional en Colombie-Britannique. 11 a condans le secteur prive. Elle est devenue expertsacre la plus grande partie de son attention aux
conseil dans le secteur prive au debut des
zones de croissance urbaine de Victoria et de
Vancouver, d'abord a titre de directeur de l'urannees 1990 et travaille depuis 1993 pour
Praxis, Inc., une entreprise d'urbanisme social
banisme pour la municipalite de district de
qui se specialise dans la participation du public Saanich, puis, pendant plus de trente ans, en
et la consultation aupres d'intervenants. Elle est tant que directeur de l'urbanisme, agent approtitulaire d'une martrise en urbanisme environbateur et representant professionnel aupres d' ornemental (amenagement urbain et regional) de ganismes d'urbanisme de la region du Lower
l'Universite de Calgary.
Mainland pour le compte de la ville de Burnaby.
Depuis un an, Nancy est presidente de
Recemment elu fellow du Planning
l'Association albertaine du Comite d'examen
Institute of British Columbia, Antony espere
professionnel de l'Institut canadien d'urbandemeurer actif dans le domaine de l'urbanisme
isme, responsable du processus d' agrement en
au Canada apres sa retraite, d'ou sa participaAlberta. Elle remplit egalement son troisieme
tion au comite de redaction de Plan Canada.
Plan Canada
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Hap Stelling
MCIP
Hap Stelling est un
associe principal de
STELLING KELLY
Strategic Community
Planners, un bureau
d' experts-conseils etablit
aFredericton et a
Moncton, au Nouveau-Brunswick. Au cours
des quinze dernieres annees, il a fourni des services d'urbanisme aux collectivites urbaines et
rurales des Maritimes, a realise des affectations
d' elaboration de politiques pour l' administration du Nouveau-Brunswick et a ete directeur
d'une commission de district d'urbanisme. Les
affectations professionnelles de Hap ont
englobe la preparation de plus de 25 arretes et
reglements municipaux pour diverses municipalites et regions non incorporees. 11 a egalement prepare de nombreux rapports sur des
questions politiques pour des clients des
secteurs gouvernemental et prive. A l'heure
actuelle, il est entre autres gerant de projet et
urbaniste en chef d'une equipe d'etude qui prepare un nouveau plan officiel et des reglements
municipaux sur le developpement pour
Charlottetown, al'Ile-du-Prince-Edouard. 11 a
recemment termine l'elaboration d'un nouveau
plan municipal et d'un nouveau reglement de
zonage pour la Ville de St-Andrews, au
Nouveau-Brunswick et a redige deux grandes
politiques sur l'utilisation des terres au sujet des

modeles d' etablissement et sur les sites commerciaux et industriels pour le gouvernement
du Nouveau-Brunswick.
Hap detient un baccalaureat en arts (avec
mention) de l'Universite Trent et une maitrise
en amenagement urbain et regional de
l'Universite Queen's, OU ii a ete boursier de la
SCHL.
Ian Wight
MCIP
Ian debute sa quatrieme annee a titre de
professeur adjoint au
Departement de l'amenagement urbain de
l'Universite du Manitoba
et est devenu membre du
comite de redaction en 1993, juste a temps
pour travailler au numero du 75e anniversaire.
Nouveau venu dans le monde universitaire,
apres avoir exerce sa profession en ColombieBritannique (Island Trust) et en Alberta
(Commission regionale d'urbanisme de Peace
River, Affaires municipales de l'Alberta et
Wight Consulting Services), Ian partage son
temps entre Victoria et Winnipeg et manifeste
un interet comprehensible pour les questions
d'urbanisme dans l'ouest du Canada.
11 fait egalement partie de l' executif du
MACIP et du comite organisateur de la conference de l'ICU de 1998.
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letters
Are we the living dead?
What a wonderful and succinct editorial the
Seeligs have written [For Openers, September
1996]. I could not agree more. They echo my
sentiments. I do believe we have become political poll-takers and petty bureaucrats. I offer as
proof, in part, the decision of the Alberta government to disembowel the simplest and most
effective planning structure in the country. I
would also agree with their proposition that
"public participation has become an albatross
around the neck of sound public planning."
I do not believe that the Seeligs are dismissing the value of public participation and its
necessity as part of the process, but rather recognize that public consultation is only one
aspect of plan development. It is also not a substitute for technical rigour.
Here in northern Canada, all too often I
see planners more concerned about the process
and the need for political correctness than the
need for technical discipline in data collection
and analysis, preparation of true alternative
choices and the delivery of timely products. My
bias is towards producing timely, usable products with built-in performance measures which
recognize that change is constant.
I found it interesting reviewing the
Institute's planning awards for the past four
years. I looked up previous jury comments and
noted the number of times words such as
"comprehensive, visionary, and innovative"
were used, and then examined the products
themselves. The larger centres, with their substantial staff resources seem to have been preoccupied with producing the definitive planning
document, with processes extending over several years, often at great expense. I cannot comment on their subsequent utility but note the
emphasis on public participation and constituency consensus building.
In the context of the Seelig editorial, are we
as an Institute still more enamoured with the
grand plan and the process of plan development than its subsequent utility? How many of
our public planning agencies measure up
Plan Canada

against the Lehman Walker's Planning
Department Effectiveness criteria (Plan
Canada, September 1996, p. 18)? How many
take the time to check or are prepared to admit
their mistakes? How many of us really take the
time to think of the future and lobby for a
vision of it using the technical skills we possess
or do we cave in to political expediency at the
first roadblock we encounter?
I have seen the "living dead" and all too
often it is us. Thank you Michael and Julie for
a thought provoking article.
Ian D. Robertson MCIP
Principal,
Inukshuk Planning & Development
Whitehorse, Yukon

Planners in Malaysia: time will tell
With the new format for Plan Canada pending, I sincerely hope a letters page will be
included on a regular basis. I believe that
publishing correspondence of members is an
essential component of good communications
within a professional organization, as it allows
the concerns and comments of one planner to
reach a much broader audience than he or she
would normally have access to. Hopefully in
the future you will see fit to expand the letters
page to include as many letters as possible.
The purpose of this letter is to express my
concern with respect to Canadian planners
working overseas. The article by Noel Hulsman
["Planning Opportunities in Malaysia'',
January 1997] will, I think, be very useful to a
number of planners as they seek employment
in the Far East. At the same time, however, Mr.
Hulsman's article reveals that the Malaysian
boom is being fueled largely by speculation and
a "bullish confidence"; our own experience
with this type of growth in North America suggests that these growth periods are often of a
temporary nature. When one considers that
Malaysians will inevitably produce enough
local planners, Canadians should be aware that
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courr1er
they may find themselves superfluous (and perhaps unwanted) very quickly. Mr. Hulsman's
article suggests that the Malaysian government
does not share the same vision of "free trade"
that we have come to know in North America.
Mr. Hulsman states that "Canadians make
a valuable contribution to Malaysia's planning
and development." This is likely so, but I suspect there is a lot that we can learn from the
Far East and I am wary of exporting North
American approaches to planning when our
own communities have so often proven to be
poorly planned. Clearly the nature of indigenous issues and traditions must be of paramount importance to Canadians practicing
overseas. Perhaps what Canadian planners can
offer Malaysia (and the world) is first-hand
knowledge of what pitfalls to avoid, so to
speak. As with all things, though, time will tell.

Sommes-nous les moribonds?

Quel editorial intelligent et succinct nous ont
offerts les Seelig [D' en tree de jeu, septembre
1996]. Qui plus est, je suis entierement d'accord avec eux. Tout comme eux j' ai le sentiment que nous sommes devenus des sondeurs
de l' opinion publique et des bureaucrates
insignifiants. A preuve, la decision du gouvernement de l'Alberta de demanteler la structure d'urbanisme la plus simple et la plus efficace au pays. Je suis aussi d'accord avec leur
constat que « la consultation publique est devenue un boulet au pied de l'urbanisme judic1eux ».
Je ne crois pas que les Seelig nient l'importance de la participation du public et son role
au sein du processus. Ils soutiennent plutot que
la consultation publique n'est en fait qu'un
aspect de l'exercice d'elaboration d'un plan et
ne remplacent nullement la rigueur technique.
Chris Stremlaw, BES
lei clans le nord du Canada, les urbanistes
Fenwick, Ontario sont davantage preoccuper par le processus et la
rectitude politique que par la necessite d' effectuer une cueillette et une analyse rigoureuses
des donnees, de presenter de reelles solutions
de rechange et de livrer le produit clans les
meilleurs delais. Pour ma part, je privilegie la
prestation opportune de produits utilisables
dotes de mesures integrees d' evaluation du renSomething to say?
dement qui tiennent compte du fait que le
Quelque chose dire?
changement est une constante.
J' ai trouve tres interessant d' etudier les projets d'urbanisme primes par l'Institut au cours
Letters to the Editor can now be
des derniers quatre ans. En prenant connaissubmitted electronically.
sance des commentaires des divers jurys, j'ai
Please send them to:
note le nombre de fois qu' on avait utilise les
pjr.hlrplan@sympatico.ca
adjectifs « exhaustif, visionnaire et innovateur ».
fax: (613) 547-1665
J'ai ensuite examine les projets eux-memes. Les
centres de plus grande importance beneficiant
Vous pouvez desormais soumettre
des ressources humaines considerables semVOS lettres par voie electronique a
blaient vouloir elaborer un document d'urbanl' adresse suivante :
isme faisant autorite et proposaient des procespjr.hlrplan@sympatico.ca
sus s' echelonnant sur plusieurs annees et
Par telecopier au: (613) 547-1665
exigeant, clans bien des cas, des sommes
enormes. Jene peux faire de commentaires
quanta leur utilite mais je note l'importance

a
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accordee ala participation du public et la creation du consensus au sein du milieu.
Dans le contexte de I' editorial des Seelig,
nous devons nous demander si, en tant que
membres d'un institut, nous ne nous passionnons pas davantage pour I' elaboration de plans
grandioses et le processus d' elaboration de tels
plans que pour leur utilite intrinseque. Combien de cabinets d'urbanistes repondent aux
criteres d' efficacite des services d'urbanisme
enonces par Lehman Walker (Plan Canada,
septembre 1996, p. 18)? Combien d'entre nous
prenons le temps de verifier ce que nous faisons
et admettons nos erreurs? Combien d' entre
nous prenons vraiment le temps de songer a
I' avenir et de faire pression en faveur d' un
avenir eclaire et ce, au moyen de nos competences techniques ou nous inclinons-nous
plutot devant I' opportunisme politique au premier obstacle?
J'ai vu les moribonds et trop souvent les
moribonds ce sont nous. Je remercie Michael et
Julie d'un article qui donne vraiment matiere a
reflexion.
Ian D. Robertson MCIP
directeur,
Inukshuk Planning & Development
Whitehorse (Yukon)

Les urbanistes en Malasie :
les temps sera notre meilleur guide
J'espere sincerement que le nouveau format de
Plan Canada permettra la publication reguliere
du courrier des membres. Je crois en effet que
ce genre de correspondance est un element qui
contribue grandement aux echanges fructueux
au sein d'un organisme professionnel et ce, du
fait qu'il permet a un urbaniste isole de faire
part de ses vues et de ses preoccupations a un
tres grand nombre de collegues. Peut-etre pourrait-on meme elargir la rubrique du courrier
des lecteurs de fa<;:on a pouvoir publier le plus
grand nombre de lettres possible.
La presente missive a pour objet de faire
connaitre mes vues concernant le travail des
Plan Canada

urbanistes aI' etranger. Je crois que I' article de
Noel Hulsman [ « Planning Opportunities in
Malaysia» , janvier 1997] sera tres utile aux
urbanistes qui souhaitent obtenir des contrats
en Extreme-Orient. Par contre, cet article
indique egalement que la vague de prosperite
que connait actuellement la Malaisie est alimentee, en grande partie, par la speculation a la
hausse et la confiance optimiste. Or, ce genre
de croissance, comme nous I' avons appris en
Amerique du Nord, est souvent temporaire. II
serait sage de presumer que tot OU tard la
Malaisie aura forme ces propres urbanistes et
que les urbanistes canadiens seront inutiles,
voire indesirables. Larticle de M. Hulsman
laisse entendre que le gouvernement malaisien
n' a pas la meme notion de libre-echange que
nous, les Nord-americains.
M. Hulsman soutient que les « Canadiens
peuvent faire une contribution considerable au
secteur de l'urbanisme et de l'amenagement en
Malaisie ». Sans remettre cela en question,
j' ajouterais que nous avons beaucoup a apprendre de !'Extreme-Orient, et j'hesiterais a
exporter des modeles nord-americains d'urbanisme alors que nos propres localites sont trop
souvent le resultat d'un urbanisme plus ou
moins judicieux. II va sans dire que les urbanistes canadiens qui aeuvrent aI' etranger doivent
tenir compte d' abord et avant tout des questions et des traditions indigenes. Je suis d'avis
que ce que les urbanistes canadiens ont de
mieux a montrer a la Malaisie et au monde
en tier c' est, po.ur ainsi dire, les erreurs a ne pas
faire. Mais comme en toute chose, le temps sera
notre meilleur guide.
Chris Stremlaw, BES
Fenwick (Ontario)
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Welcome
to the
pre-conference
•
issue
,----------Twenty-five years ago, planners in
Atlantic Canada came together to
form the Atlantic Planners Institute
(API). At the time, there were planners in only a few of the major cities
in the region. Provincial governments,
often with the assistance of federal
government economic development
funding, took the initiative of hiring
planners to produce plans for their
small towns and rural communities.
In those early days, staffs were large
and undertakings were ambitious such as the Halifax-Dartmouth
Regional Development Plan and the
Prince Edward Island Development
Plan, which covered the entire
province!
Times have changed and governments have downsized, and planning
in Atlantic Canada along with them.
Prince Edward Island, Newfoundland
and Labrador have withdrawn direct
planning services from their smaller
municipalities, so that the coverage of
public sector planners has reverted to
the situation of a quarter-century ago.
In Nova Scotia, the municipalities
had, by the late 1980s, taken over
responsibility for their own planning.
Only in New Brunswick does the
province continue to play a large role
in the direct provision of municipal
14
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planning services; in addition, the government is actively in the process of
developing provincial land use policies.
The Atlantic Planners Institute's
25th anniversary brings a number of
major projects to Atlantic Canada.
The fixed-link Confederation Bridge
opens between Prince Edward Island
and New Brunswick. The Hibernia
Gravity Based Structure will be towed
out to sea where the first oil should
start to flow by late fall. After many
years of negotiation, construction will
finally begin on a new community at
Sango Bay, for the people of Davis
Inlet, Labrador. The newest and
largest municipality in the four
provinces, the Halifax Regional
Municipality, will be bringing down
its first budget and tax rates. Our
members have had a role in the planning of all these.
The articles in this issue will introduce you to some of the following
emerging planning initiatives in
Atlantic Canada: the creation of an
inviting image in Borden, Prince
Edward Island at the Confederation
Bridge terminus; planning and economic development changes in
Newfoundland; and watershed management in Newfoundland. We hope
you find this issue enjoyable enough
to convince you that exciting things
are happening in planning in Atlantic
Canada, and that you will join your
colleagues at our National Conference
in St. John's, Newfoundland, July 2123, 1997.
See you in July!

Mark Poirier MCIP
President,
Atlantic Planners Institute

Mary Bishop MCIP
Past-President,
Atlantic Planners Institute
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11 y a deja vingt-cinq ans que les
urbanistes du Canada Atlantique s'unissaient pour former l'Institut des
urbanistes de l'Atlantique (IUP). A
cette epoque, seules les quelques
grandes villes beneficiaient des services
d'urbanistes. Les gouvernements
provinciaux, grace aux subventions de
developpement economique du gouvernement federal bien souvent,
engageaient des urbanistes a qui ils
donnaient la tache d' elaborer les plans
d' amenagement de leurs petites villes
et localites rurales. Au debut, les effectifs etaient gros et les projets, ambitieux.
Mentionnons, a titre d' exemple, le Plan
de developpement regional de HalifaxDarmouth et le plan de developpement
de l'Ile-du-Prince-Edouard tous deux
d' envergure provinciale.
Les temps ont change, les gouvernements ont subi des compressions
et le secteur de l'urbanisme du Canada
Atlantique leur a emboite le pas. I..:Iledu-Prince-Edouard, Terre-Neuve et le
Labrador Ont elimine les services d'urbanisme de leurs petites municipalites
de sorte que le nombre d'urbanistes
ceuvrant dans le secteur public est le
meme qu'il y a 25 ans. En NouvelleEcosse, vers la fin des annees 80, les
municipalites assumaient elles-memes
les responsabilites en matiere d'urbanisme. Ce n'est qu'au NouveauBrunswick que la province joue encore
un role important dans la prestation
directe des services municipaux d'urbanisme. De plus, le gouvernement travaille
activement a l' elaboration de politiques
provinciales d'utilisation des terres.
Le 25e anniversaire de l'Institut
des urbanistes de l'Atlantique coi'ncide
avec la realisation de nombreux projets
d'importance majeure dans les
Maritimes, dont notamment l'inauguration du pont de la Confederation
entre l'Ile-du-Prince-Edouard et le
Nouveau-Brunswick et la mise en
ceuvre de la plate-forme gravitaire
d'Hibernia en vue des premiers gisePlan Canada

Bienvenue

ala

publication
du numero
'
d ' avant-congres
men ts de petrole prevus pour l' automne. Apres des annees de negociation, on amorcera enfin l'amenagement
d'une localite a Sango Bay pour les residants de Davis Inlet au Labrador. La
Municipalite regionale d'Halifax, la
plus recente et la plus importante des
municipalites des quatre provinces,
deposera sous peu ses premiers budget
et taux d'imposition. Mentionnons que
nos membres Ont eu un role a jouer
dans ces diverses entreprises.
Les articles du present numero
decriront quelques-uns des projets
entrepris dans le Canada Atlantique,
dont la creation d'une image invitante
pour Borden (Ile-du-Prince-Edouard)
au terminus du pont de la
Confederation, les changements en
mati ere d' amenagement et de
developpement economique a TerreNeuve et la gestion des bassins hydrographiques de Terre-Neuve. Nous
esperons que Ce numero YOUS convaincra de la vitalite des Maritimes et vous
incitera a YOUS joindre a VOS collegues
a l' occasion du Congres national qui
aura lieu du 21 au 23 juillet 1997 a
Terre-Neuve.
Au plaisir de vous voir en juillet!
Mark Poirier MCIP
President de l'lnstitut des
urbanistes de l'Atlantique
Mary Bishop MCIP
Presidente sortante de l'Institut
des urbanistes de l'Atlantique
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NEWS FLASH!
This year's annual conference
set for the Far East!
Newfoundland and Labrador: the
Far East of the Western World
by Stan Clinton and David Snow
No better setting
In 1997, the Canadian Institute of
Planners is gathering in the place
where the New World begins. Here
the Atlantic Ocean meets North
America for the first time. We meet in
St. John's, the city that started it all the first in the New World. Our hotel
overlooks Water Street, the oldest
street in North America and a naturally sheltered harbour, where vessels
anchored 40 years before The
Mayflower landed. We will raise a
glass in a place that boasted more than
80 pubs before America began its
battle for independence.
Later we can stand at the top of
Signal Hill where Marconi received
the first ever trans-Atlantic wireless
transmission and said hello to the
Information Age. We will feel the
breeze that lifted Alcock and Brown
aloft in 1919 on the first successful
nonstop flight across the Atlantic
Ocean. This is where England staked
its first colony and fought its final battle with France in the Seven Years War.
We can enjoy the view at Cape Spear
- North America's eastern edge where a lighthouse has faced the ocean
for over 160 years and where you are
closer to Ireland than northern
Ontario.
We will explore the history and
look toward the future. This is our
1997 conference setting!
Discovery and settlement
The first European settlers came
to Newfoundland 10 centuries ago,
500 years before Columbus set sail,
when Norse Vikings found and settled
16
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a wonderful, almost mythical place in
the New World. That place was
Newfoundland. Leif Ericson, son of
Eric the Red, called it Vinland. Today
the actual settlement is called I:Anse
aux Meadows, the first cultural discovery in the world to receive recognition
as a UNESCO World Heritage Site.
John Cabot explored the shores of
Newfoundland in 1497. This was a
time of great challenge and social
change. Maps were altered so competitors would not be able to trace Cabot's
route; nevertheless, the first Europeans
came and settled, although it was illegal. These first islanders persevered as
they faced piracy, disease, and the
many challenges of a rich, mysterious
and rugged landscape. The governments of Europe finally relented. John
Guy settled Cupids in 1610, while
Baltimore settled Ferryland in 1621
before going on to found Baltimore,
Maryland. Although these were the
first legal settlements in the area, various fishing captains and even pirates
had constantly used Ferryland since
1504. In 1620, The Mayflower landed
at Renews for supplies from the (illegal) settlers before it went on to bring
the "founding fathers" to America.
The result of settlement prohibition was that those persons who
remained in Newfoundland scattered
in small groups around the coast
because if too many fished from one
harbour, the adjacent fishing ground
could become overcrowded. The result
was about 1300 separate small settlements along the coastline with little
urban development except for the
City of St. John's, until industrial
growth spawned areas such as Corner
Brook and Grand Falls. Under the circumstances, there could be no local
government and there was little need
for organized services. As a result,
municipal government is a relatively
recent development with the first
incorporation created in 1888 when

legislation was passed for the administration of municipal affairs in St.
John's.
The first settlements gave little
thought to planning other than a site's
shelter and safety from pirates. The
generals of this and later eras looked
for prominent hilltops and other
defensible vantage points. Forts and
cart paths were subsequently built.
But as Newfoundland's economy grew
- fueled by the world's richest fishing
grounds - merchants and municipalities looked to plan the fishery efficiently. Wharves, breakwaters, flakes
for drying fish, and other marine
structures were built. The Royal Navy
charted the waters and documented
the ice-free ports. Captain Cook spent
five years ( 1763-17 67) charting the
waters before going to the Pacific
Ocean and discovering Australia.
Throughout the 20th century,
Newfoundland's infrastructure grew
but the costs of running the country
or, after 1949, the province, forced
successive governments to maintain
very frugal policies. The country went
bankrupt several times and had to be
assisted by aid from the United
Kingdom until joining Confederation
in 1949. The Trans-Canada Highway
and several other large development
projects assisted the economy's
growth, but there was still the problem of providing basic government
services to many remote areas. Faced
with 1300 communities spread out
over 6000 miles of coastline, the
Newfoundland government undertook a program of centralization or
resettlement from 1954 to 1965.
During this program, financial
incentives were offered to whole communities resulting in the relocation of
7500 people and the disappearance of
115 communities. This program disrupted the social fabric of the province
but enabled the government to
finance the provision of roads, schools
March I mars 1997

and medical services in a more effective manner.
Today, the province of
Newfoundland, with a 1991 population of 568 474, still has 289 incorporated municipalities, 20 of which are
in Labrador (112 have less than 500
residents), and somewhere between
400 and 500 settlements. Although
only approximately 2% of the land
area of the province is incorporated,
they nevertheless account for about
85% of the province's population.
This can be attributed to the fact that
Labrador comprises approximately
70% of the land area of the province
but accounts for only just over 5% of
its population. It's believed that the
prevailing economic climate is bringing about a new phase in the resettlement story, as Newfoundlanders leave
the province for better employment
prospects elsewhere and, as they leave,
bring into question the viability of
smaller communities.

A focus on the tourism industry
Some of the conference's mobile
workshops will examine the development of the tourism industry while
actually showing off Newfoundland's
resources. For example, the humpback
whales are breathtaking.
Newfoundland has the world's largest
population of these mighty leviathans
of the deep. Visitors can feel the moisture against their skin when the
whales exhale into the soothing sea
breeze. Twenty species of whales, dolphins, and porpoises ply
Newfoundland waters and hug our
coastline - humpback, fin, pilot,
mink, harbour porpoise and whitesided dolphin. Visitors also are thrilled
by the opportunity to spy the blue and
crystal hues of mammoth icebergs
15 000-year-old chunks of glacier
as they migrate south.
Pre- and post-conference excursions offer an opportunity to visit the
Plan Canada

Viking site and Gros Morne National
Park, recognized by UNESCO as a
World Heritage Site for its exceptional
beauty and unique geological features.
Ramble over an ancient expanse of
mantle where colossal collisions of tectonic plates created formations as barren as the moon. Visit the Tablelands,
a 600-metre-high plateau that forms
one the world's best examples of rock
exposed from the earth's interior.
This is the land of titans, where
human travelers are dwarfed by
Precambrian cliffs towering thousands
of feet above landlocked fjords.
Further along the coast, on the northern tip of Newfoundland, North
America's Appalachian Mountains
end. Across the straits to the North
American mainland, southern
Labrador features some of North
America's oldest human artifacts
(9000 years old!) and the finest
salmon rivers. Further north, Labrador
has seldom-explored mountains that
rival the Rockies except that these
surge up from the ocean in a tangle of
rocks, glaciers, and icebergs.

The place to be
Newfoundland is the place in
North America to explore in 1997 as
we celebrate John Cabot's voyage and
the province's 500th year of western
history. The timing for our conference
couldn't be more appropriate as we
celebrate the past and look to the
future. Come participate and take the
time to explore England's first colony
and Canada's youngest province.
Come join the fun! Share the history,
open spaces, warmth of the people,
and special spirituality of the landscapes. Here there are still eagles and
osprey soaring in a clear sky. There are
places where the land appears to move,
but it's really the backs of the world's
largest caribou herd. Along the coast,
there are places where whirling seabirds
are so plentiful they obscure the sun.

I
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Resume
En 1997, l'Institut canadien des urbanistes
tiendra son congres sur les lieux ou est ne
le Nouveau Monde, aux confluents meme
de !'ocean Atlantique et de l'Amerique du
Nord. En 1997, Terre-Neuve sera une terre
a decouvrir et le lieu OU l'on celebrera le
periple de John Cabot et le 500e anniversaire de la province. Ce congres sera a la
fois une occasion de celebrer le passe et de
se preparer a l'avenir. Venez explorer la
plus ancienne colonie anglaise et la plus
recente province canadienne. Venez vous
amuser tout en decouvrant l'histoire, !es
grands espaces, l'hospitalite legendaire des
Terre-neuviens et la majeste du paysage.
C'est dans ce contexte qu'aura lieu le
Congres de 1997.

A replica of Cabot's vessel, The
Matthew, and of a Viking longboat
will be sharing the summertime water
with the whales, puffins, and icebergs.
Make sure you see the sites and
explore Newfoundland with local folk
who can show you what it is like to
experience these places. Along the
way, you can sample some unique
foods
partridgeberries and bakeapples
and drink in the freshest air.
See you in St. John's in July 1997,
for a landmark conference and a
fabulous holiday.
8

Stan Clinton is Director of Urban and
Rural Planning with the Department of
Municipal and Provincial Affairs,
Government ofNewfoundland and
Labrad01~ and Chair ofthe 1997 CIP
Conference Planning Committee.
David Snow is a biologist, writer and
consultant. In 1984, he farmed
Wildland Tours in 01der to showcase
Newfoundland's wildlife resources to the
world. In 1990, he joined the likes of
David Suzuki and Robert Bateman
when he became the tenth Canadian to
receive the Governor General's Award
for Conservation.
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Changing Times
Newfoundland's municipal planning and implementation system·

Newfoundland's land use planning
system has largely evolved under the
Urban and Rural Planning Act. The
Act has provided a framework for
municipal and other levels of planning
for some 40 years. Most of the
province's effort has focused on promoting municipal planning and its
implementation, and providing professional planners to work with
municipalities to prepare plans, alter
them as the need arose, and develop
regulations (land use by-laws) to
implement them. With the province's
strenuous efforts at regulatory reform
and downsizing in the face of its fiscal
difficulties, much of the long-standing
provincial support system for municipal planning has been removed. The
province's municipalities are expected
to go it alone, with a different type of
support from the Department of
Municipal and Provincial Affairs and
changes in the Act. At the same time,
the province has initiated a process of
consultation leading to the development of flexible regional-level "local
government" and service agency
options. With the province reevaluating its core functions, municipalities
must come together to undertake
appropriate services for their residents.

and process for municipal planning
and development regulations (zoning,
standards), and provides the necessary
administrative appeal functions for
municipal planning. The Act also provides for other types of planning, such
as the protection of important provincial roads and natural areas, and for
plan preparation for regions and unincorporated areas. The Act's provisions
for appeals, planning administration
and purchase notices reflect the widely
held concepts of fairness and equity
that are expected of any regulation of
land development and use.
The Act requires that a formal
process be followed to bring municipal plans and amendments into effect:

Municipal planning legislation
Newfoundland's Urban and Rural
Planning Act sets the legal framework
for development and land use planning and regulations in the province.
The Act delegates planning powers to
municipalities, establishes the contents

To bring development regulations or
an amendment into effect, the process
is abbreviated to council adoption and
ministerial approval. No public hearing is required. Regulations must be
prepared in strict conformity with an
approved plan that has undergone
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• adoption by the municipal
council;
• public notice of the plan's
adoption and public hearing
through newspaper advertisements and public display of the
adopted plan;
• a public hearing-to be held by an
independent commissioner
reporting to the Minister of
Municipal and Provincial Affairs;
and
• approval, possibly with changes
arising out of the hearing, by the
Minister of Municipal and
Provincial Affairs.

public review prior to approval. The
minister's role, therefore, is merely to
ensure that conformity has been
achieved. Many municipalities, however, hold public briefing sessions on
proposed regulation changes before
asking for ministerial confirmation.

Provincial services reduction
The province has played a significant role in municipal planning. Until
recently, it provided free planning services to municipalities
except for
the province's three cities which have
their own planning staff. The
Department of Municipal and
Provincial Affairs, through its centralized planning system, operated both a
plan preparation service and approval
process out of St. John's. The approval
authority is retained at the provincial
level.
It is well known that the overall
economic climate has taken its toll on
the province. The cod moratorium has
resulted in job losses and a decline in
rural populations. In December, 1995,
cutbacks at the provincial level and a
concurrent change in philosophy saw
the province withdraw its provision of
plan preparation services to municipalities. The Urban and Rural
Planning Division of the Department
of Municipal and Provincial Affairs
experienced a reduction of 16 positions, 12 of which were planning
based (three were not filled at the
time). This division is no longer .
involved in providing direct municipal
planning services, although it still
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maintains a role in advising municipalities, processing statutory
approvals, and managing the appeals
process.
The province's three cities, St.
John's, Mount Pearl and Corner
Brook, still retain planning operations.
The St. John's planning department
has been dissolved, resulting in job
loss, and its remnants have been rolled
into a new engineering and planning
department. Additional cutbacks in
the planning efforts of the City of
Mount Pearl and the City of Corner
Brook have followed suit.
It is still early to draw any definitive conclusions from these changes,
but it is safe to say that municipalities
whose resources are limited have not
jumped in to fill the void left by the
province's withdrawal of services.
Most municipalities confronted with a
reduction in government funding, a
decline in local revenues (resulting
from cutbacks and economic decline),
and the choice of whether or not to
provide a service do not have the
resources to continue planning programmes initiated with the prior
encouragement and concurrence of
the province. A small number have
approached the private sector for professional services but many are marking time by merely implementing current policies, which are increasingly
likely to become out of date and have
their usage lapse over time.

Planning Act review
The province is now reviewing the
Urban and Rural Planning Act. A discussion paper has been released and
submissions requested. The objectives
are in line with provincial efforts to
reduce government regulations and
enable responsible and independent
municipal governance. However, the

review does not address improvement
to and the delivery of planning services and plan preparation in the wake
of the province's withdrawal of these
serv1ees.
A number of other options for
change have been identified, including:
• a reduction in time periods for
public notice;
• removal of the province from the
process except for its protection of
the provincial interest;
• provisions to allow municipalities
and the province to recover costs
associated with particular aspects
of the system such as the operation of the appeal process and the
preparation of plan amendments;
• the requirement for a public consultation process during plan
preparation;
• the addition of a statement of
purpose for the Act;
• a requirement for public input
when zoning regulations and their
amendments are prepared; and
• the inclusion of specific provisions for the establishment of
provincial land use policies.

A committee of provincial staff and
representatives of the provincial
Federation of Municipalities and
Municipal Administrators is reviewing
submissions and developing recommendations for changes to the Act. A
broad consensus on the topics
addressed so far has emerged, but the
committee does not have a mandate to
address issues of delivery which will
ultimately determine the usefulness of
the review.

Local government planning
at the regional level
In 1989, the province attempted
to rationalize local government
through an amalgamation initiative
that was partially successful but largely
resisted. Seventy four municipalities

Summary
For 40 years Newfoundland had a centralised and parochial planning system
where the province prepared both municipal plans and regulations on behalf of
councils and was the approval agency for
those documents. Early 1996 saw the
province withdraw its plan preparation services in favor of communities fending for
themselves. Only three municipalities in
Newfoundland currently have a planning
staff, and this figure has not increased since
provincial cutbacks were implemented. In
a spirit of deregulation, more changes are
likely as provincial planning legislation
comes under review. The regionalisation of
local government with the creation of larger units having greater r.esources may provide the means by which communities can
reintroduce planning and expand into the
field of economic development.

,

,

Resume

Depuis 40 ans, la province de Terre-Neuve
dispose d'un systeme d'urbanisme centralise en vertu duquel elle elabore les plans et
reglements municipaux au nom des conseils et approuve ces documents. Au debut
de 1996, la province a elimine ses services
d' elaboration de plans et en a remis la
responsabilite aux municipalites. Or, seulement trois municipalites terre-neuviennes
disposent actuellement d'un service d'urbanisme. A noter cependant que ce nombre n'a pas augmente depuis l'entree en
vigueur de nouvelles compressions budgetaires. La tendance ala dereglementation et
I' evaluation des lois provinciales en matiere
d'urbanisme entraineront sans doute
d' autres transformations. La regionalisation du gouvernement local et la creation
d'unites plus importances qui disposent de
plus de ressources permettront peut-etre
aux localites de reinstaurer des services
d'urbanisme et de se consacrer a !'expansion economique.

were identified for removal - only 20
were eventually eliminated. The government has now released a discussion
paper which promotes cooperation
between municipalities either at the
regional council level or through
Regional Service Authorities. The
province has been divided into 20 economic zones to facilitate economic
development and, over time, one can
expect that municipalities will play a
greater role in their respective regions.
Thus, under municipal government
reform, it is now appropriate to establish a clear linkage between municipal
government structures and economic
development regions or zones established for economic development purposes. With this possibility in mind,
an expansion of the planning mandate
for both municipal and regional entities to include economic development
may be one of the Act review outcomes. Economic development is not
currently a function of local government in Newfoundland.
Government has proposed a concept which will see the province's economic zones provide the basis for
identifying regional groupings of
municipalities and adjacent unincorporated areas. Where two or more
communities share or have the potential to share the provision of a service
or role, there is the potential for coordination and cooperation through the
establishment of a regional council or
authority. One regional council has
already been created for Fogo Island,
the largest offshore island in the
province. Four municipalities, three
local service districts and a large unincorporated area with a total population of approximately 4000 and an
area of 290 square kilometres have
20
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come together to form one regional
council which provides region-wide
services such as the operation of a
solid waste disposal system and the
running of a stadium, and acts as a
municipal council for previously unincorporated areas. Each municipality
retains its autonomy and determines
its local needs and taxation levels. The
fear for loss of identity and autonomy
was one of the big stumbling blocks
with earlier amalgamation proposals.
Regionalism is seen as the most
likely vehicle for the resurrection of
planning at the local level, as it has the
potential to create units of sufficient
size and with sufficient resources to
employ appropriate expertise. If
groups of municipalities can come
together to rationalize their current
services, they may also be able to provide, on an area-wide basis, services
which individual municipalities cannot currently afford. Planning is clearly one such service - many small
communities do not have the
resources to provide planning services
either by the employment of staff or
the use of the private sector. Without
regional-level planning services, it is
unlikely that planning will be elevated
to its former prominence or even
maintained in the 130 municipalities
now involved. There are only a handful of larger municipalities which
could likely afford and justify the
employment of planning services.

good for planning or those involved in
it. Over the longer term, there will be
more changes as the province further
redefines its role and gives greater
autonomy and responsibility to
municipalities. The linkage of the
municipal sector to the economic
development zonal system, along with
attempts to rationalize the municipal
sector should, over the longer term,
increase the viability of municipalities
and provide a basis for the reemergence of planning at the local level. It
will be a slow process as government
has stated that it will not force the
outcome and one can only speculate
what will confront the new breed of
planner.

Stan Clinton MCJP is Director of
Urban and Rural Planning with the
Department ofMunicipal and
Provincial Affairs, Government of
Newfoundland and Labrado1; and
Chair ofthe 1997 CJP Conference
Planning Committee.
He can be reached at (709)729-3090,
or sclinton@mapa.gov. nfca.

Looking forward
Over the last year or so,
Newfoundland has seen a number of
reorganizations and redefinition of
responsibilities at the provincial and
municipal levels. Certainly, in the
interim, these changes have not been
1'.farch I mars 1997

There's a saying in the province of
Newfoundland and Labrador that if
you don't like the weather, wait a
minute, it's sure to change. The same
can be said about our economy. For
every instance of economic disaster,
there is a new development or emergent industry. For a province that has
historically been characterized by outmigration, low earned incomes and
the vulnerability that comes from
dependence upon primary resource

it would seem the economy is now
without a leader.
In the fishery, groundfish, particularly cod, formed the mainstay of an
industry that suffered from overcapacity and low productivity. When the
fishing season ended, fishery workers
went on unemployment insurance
(UI). UI, however, was a poorly
designed source of income support
that reinforced seasonal employment,
reduced incentives to entrepreneurship

streamlined fishery that operates with
consolidated processing capacity and a
longer period of operations each year.
Changes in the federal UI program
have tightened the qualification criteria and introduced disincentives to
seasonality. The pre-moratorium way
of life is not likely to return for fisheries workers, presenting a massive
planning challenge in integrating social
and economic needs for adjustment.
While all might seem to be lost in

Righting a.., economy
With the fishing industry seemingly dead in the water and much of its
workforce left stranded, Newfoundland and Labrador had to change its
economic tack. With the emergence of Hibernia and the new economy,
the province hopes there's smooth sailing ahead.
production, change is not necessarily a
bad thing. Indeed, while the fall-out
from economic change in traditional
industries exacts real pain for individuals and communities effected, emerging opportunities in new and re-vitalized resource industries, as well as
diversification into new growth sectors, present tangible evidence of a
new economy in Newfoundland and
Labrador.
In this article we explore what's
happened to Newfoundland's traditional economy and what's being done
to repair it.

Resource industries:
old and new
Traditionally, other Canadians
view Newfoundland as a province
where the fishing industry rules the
economy. As anybody who has read a
newspaper in the last five years knows,
Plan Canada

and education, and represented a
major component of incomes, particularly in rural areas.
Resource depletion led to the
complete closure of groundfish stocks
in 1992, resulting in the layoff of over
19 000 fishery and plant workers. The
Atlantic Groundfish Strategy (TAGS)
was put in place to provide income
support, training, and "adjustment"
within the sector, but many hoped for
a return of the stocks and a way of life
which defined Newfoundland for 500
years.
As we enter the fifth year of the
moratorium, many TAGS recipients
are exhausting their benefits period.
While groundfish stocks show promise
of recovery, it is not yet sufficient to
convince the Federal Department of
Fisheries and Oceans to reopen the
fishery. When it does, it will undoubtedly be on a greatly reduced basis, in a

by Rob Greenwood
the fishery, the value of landings in a
newly diversified industry reach record
levels. Fisheries are turning their attention from traditional species to those
overlooked in the past. For example,
Fishery Products International (FPI),
the province's largest fish company,
has transformed itself from a harvester
and processor of groundfish to an
international marketing and diversified processing operation. When you
buy a Filet-o' -Fish sandwich at any
McDonald's Restaurant in Canada,
the filet came from FPI's plant on the
Burin Peninsula. FPI has adopted the
same reengineering principles as large
corporations throughout North
America - focus on your core competencies and value added services.
Like other restructured corporations,
FPI employs far fewer people than
before - a reality of the new economy of which we should not lose sight.
March I mars 1997
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Complementing the success of
FPI has been that of smaller firms and
boat owners who have moved into
harvesting of crab, shrimp, clams, and
scallops, as well as benefiting from
existing turbot and caplin stocks. In
1995, on the strength of high crab
prices, the value of fish landed reached
an all-time high of $330 million. A
drop in prices will prevent a repeat in
1996, but the evidence remains that a
multispecies approach to fishing
ensures its continued role in the
Newfoundland economy.
Just as significant is the enhanced
emphasis on aquaculture in
Newfoundland. In 1995, aquaculture
production accounted for $5.2 million, double the amount of the previous year. By the year 2000 it is expected to reach $76 million. In the Bay
d'Espoir region on the province's icefree South Coast, five salmon and
trout farms are in commercial production. The largest of these, SCB
Fisheries, employs 80 people in its
hatchery, grow-out facilities, and processing plant and sells throughout
Canada and the United States. The
provincial government recently established a scallop hatchery in the region,
using technology developed at
Memorial University. In Placentia Bay,
a commercial cod hatchery has been
established to feed grow-out farms
around the province and blue mussel
farms are now common.
Significant government and community investment has gone into the
precommercial phase of development
of the aquaculture industry. Nowhere
is the need for an integrated approach
more necessary in ensuring that biology, water quality, infrastructure, training, and business development planning reinforce one another. The federal and provincial governments have
targeted aquaculture as one of the key
growth sectors warranting investment
and private-sector interests are now
22
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investing - the best sign that a new
industry is taking off.
The other traditional industries in
Newfoundland and Labrador forestry, pulp and paper, and mining
- have also encountered the challenges of restructuring in recent years.
The province's three pulp and paper
mills have invested in new processing
capability and infrastructure, although
new harvesting technology has resulted
in significantly reduced employment
for loggers. As in the fishery, the new
economy demands high productivity
in resource sectors, reducing seasonal
employment and the demand for
workers who lack specialized training.
In mining, the Iron Ore Company
of Canada (IOC) operation in
Labrador West has dominated output
in the sector and continues to produce
50% of the iron ore in Canada. It,
too, has invested in new technology
that reduces its workforce but
enhances its competitiveness. While
new mines open and others close (the
inevitable cycle of nonrenewable
resources), the mining news of the
decade in Canada
some say the
century- was the $30 billion
Voisey's Bay nickel, cobalt and copper
find in Northern Labrador. In addition to the 500 jobs that it has created
at the mine, the mill and refinery
complex being built in Argentia will
create another 1000 jobs.
In both locations the planning
demands are enormous. Socioeconomic impacts, environmental
assessments, municipal infrastructure,
transportation, and utilities will all be
driven by private-sector investment
within the framework of government
regulations. Labour-force development,
labour relations, health care, law
enforcement, and the full range of public services will all be needed as well.
The same challenge applies in the
other "mega industry'' now taking off
in Newfoundland - oil and gas.

Some industry analysts have scoffed at
Newfoundland's nascent oil industry
as being based solely on government
subsidies. Indeed, the construction of
the massive gravity-based production
platform for the Hibernia field injected $2.2 billion into the Newfoundland economy and would never have
occurred without federal and provincial government support. There was
also concern that the positive economic impact of 4000 jobs created during
the construction stage would be outweighed by the subsequent loss of jobs
once construction was completed.
By the end of 1997, Hibernia
should be producing Newfoundland's
first commercial offshore oil, and
employing 800 offshore and support
staff. More important for long-term
development is the fact that the
Hibernia development has spurred
activity and development in other
fields. The most notable of these is the
Terra Nova oil field that will employ
600 workers and should be in production by 2001. Unlike Hibernia, it will
not involve large-scale construction or
require government subsidies.
There are other spinoffs, too. To
support the shipment of Hibernia and
Terra Nova oil, a storage site and terminal is being constructed in Placentia
Bay beginning in 1997. Its construction will cost over $100 million and
employ 300 people.
The oil industry certainly represents a new component of the
Newfoundland economy, and, while
resource based, the prospects for government revenues, technology transfer
to Newfoundland firms, and longterm direct and indirect employment
cannot be dismissed. The time-lag
between the end of Hibernia construction and the startup of Voisey's Bay
and oil-related employment will mean
a period of down time for many
workers, but the short-term prospects
are real.
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SCB Fisheries, operating on the south coast, is the province's largest producer of farmed salmon.

Emerging industries
It is ironic that the traditional and new - resource-based industries,
which are so often dismissed as outmoded in the new, "knowledge-based"
economy, are the ones capturing the
most headlines. This is no doubt partly a result of media, bureaucracies and
politicians who still think in terms of
traditional conceptions of economic
development. Newfoundland, and
Canada as a whole, have done well by
our wealth of natural resources. And
with developments like Voisey's Bay
and Hibernia, who would want to
ignore them?
During the 1980s and early
1990s, while the limitations of natural-resource industries were well within
sight, a change in attitudes did occur
in most segments of Newfoundland
society. Like industrial restructuring in
other resource regions or in manufacturing centres facing competition
from Asia, new approaches to ecoPlan Canada

nomic development were forced onto
the agenda out of necessity.
Part of the answer was found in
the development of Small and
Medium Sized Enterprises (SMEs).
New opportunities were emerging in
non-resource based sectors because of
market liberalization and new information and production technologies.
SMEs in peripheral regions could find
a competitive niche within global production systems. All that was needed
were supports for entrepreneurship,
information and technology diffusion,
and a strategic approach to development which matched local strengths
with global opportunities.
The federal and provincial governments responded with the creation of
business and regional development
agencies committed to entrepreneurship and diversification. New funding
programs and support services were
introduced and geared to the needs of
SME development. With the decen-

tralization of government services, a
support system was created to compliment community-based development
organizations and sector-based industry associations.
While less dramatic than the
development of Hibernia, the development of small businesses offers a
more balanced approach to economic
development. As noted in the 1986
Report of the Newfoundland Royal
Commission on Employment and
Unemployment, restructured and revitalized resource industries were crucial
to the economic prospects of the
province but they needed to be complemented by new growth opportunities.
The flagship sector for new SMEs
is, without exception, advanced technology and, in particular, information
technology. The information industry
in Newfoundland is estimated to
employ some 2800 people and to be
worth $385 million annually. This
A111rch I mars 1997
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Terra Nova's Wildsider shoes stomp on their competition.

includes companies involved in
telecommunications, software development, hardware production, and
computer-systems design.
With significant research and
development infrastructure located in
St. John's, some 430 firms are now
operating in advanced technology,
employing about 6400 people and
generating $470 million in revenues.
Newfoundland companies have used
their location and marine tradition to
become world leaders in ice and wave
research and communications and
navigation technologies. These technologies and expertise have since been
adapted to applications in the air and
space industries.
New technologies and the information highway have been touted as the
economic salvation for the province's
remote communities and dispersed
population. Geography can be overcome, according to some proponents,
when firms have access to the province's
24
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dual fibre optic network and the knowledge of how to compete globally.
In assessing the viability of such
claims we must apply more rigour
than the post-industrial gurus who are
usually based in urban areas. There is
no doubt that all the province's industries - traditional and emergent benefit tremendously by the use of
new information and communications
technology, lowering the cost of doing
business from remote areas and making collaborative work possible with
ventures anywhere in the world. It is
necessary, however, to distinguish
which type of activities within each
sector can successfully overcome distance as a barrier to competitiveness.
More and more research indicates that
being "high tech" requires close physical proximity to other firms, supportive infrastructure and specialized
workforces. That is why the St. John's
area can now be seen as the beneficiary of the synergies and competitive-

ness derived through clustering of
inter-related technology-based firms.
For companies outside such
regional hubs, using high tech is a
means to enhance their competitiveness and adapt within their industry
to the new economy. Individuals with
high tech expertise can still establish
firms in remote communities once
they have established marketing and
subcontracting networks with leadingedge clusters, but it's like pulling
against gravity to expect workforces
displaced from traditional resource
industries to leap-frog into the postindustrial era right away.
Small-scale manufacturing is
another sector that can use new information and production technologies
to locate in rural areas, whether as isolated firms or as part of local production systems. There are 350 nonresource based manufacturers in the
province that contribute $247 million
to the economy.
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For example, in the former mining community of Buchans, Steelcor
Industries uses computer-controlled
machining equipment to do defence
subcontracting for firms in Canada,
the United States and Ireland. Terra
Nova Shoes in Harbour Grace exports
fashion and industrial footwear worldwide. Superior Gloves in Point
Leamington was established when an
Ontario manufacturer opened a plant
in the rural community based on his
positive experience with workers from
the community who had moved to the
mainland for work. Piccadilly Plastics
on the Port-au-Port Peninsula rebuilt
after a fire only to expand its production line of plastic cutlery and creamer
containers. In each case, it has been
vital for the firm to access the technical and market knowledge of the sector to survive.
These firms also cite a highlymotivated, stable workforce as a key
factor for operating in rural areas. For
workers accustomed to the harsh conditions and seasonality of the fishery
and forestry, and seeing few prospects
for their manual skills in "information
industries," such manufacturing
employment is a welcomed opportunity.
In other rural areas, clustering is
occurring in interrelated industries or
by successful entrepreneurs branching
out into new activities or inspiring
others to do so. The former railway
community of Bishop's Falls has combined a community-controlled development fund with an explicit strategy
of targeting interrelated manufacturing firms to become a small-scale
manufacturing hub. Centreville has
fostered entrepreneurs ranging from
boat building to secondary food
processing of fish and wild
Newfoundland berries.
Similarly, the tourism industry
relies on the relationship between
neighbouring operators, a supportive
Plan Canada

infrastructure, and a trained workforce
for its success. In 1995, tourism
accounted for 11 000 jobs and revenues of $479 million. The federal
and provincial governments have targeted tourism development as a key
opportunity for diversification in rural
areas as well as a good employment
opportunity for workers accustomed
to seasonal industries who live in isolated areas. This is particularly the case
for the two areas identified as offering
Newfoundland's comparative advantage - adventure tourism and cultural tourism.
To realize opportunities in hunting and fishing, hiking and kayaking,
heritage sites, and cultural events,
packaging and marketing are key. To
do this effectively there must be a
coordination and cooperation of complementary attractions and services at
the local, regional and provincial levels. For example, in 1997,
Newfoundland is celebrating the
500th anniversary of its discovery by
John Cabot. This is expected to establish a new plateau for international
awareness of the province's tourism
attractions. It has involved a major
planning effort and, if successful,
could motivate similar special celebrations in 1999, when the province
enters its 50th year in Confederation,
and in 2000, 1000 years after the
Vikings landed in 1.:Anse aux
Meadows.
Each of these sectors presents
opportunities for the province as a
whole, but there is increasing awareness that government efforts must be
integrated with private-sector and
community-based planning and development activities. Mega projects may
be generated by resource developments beyond the control of local
firms and the community, but the
possibility of sustainable benefits
requires local spinoffs, technology
transfer, and socioeconomic and envi-

ronmental sensitivity. SME development and diversification into new sectors is predicated upon building on
local strengths and developing local
entrepreneurship. The traditional and
emergent opportunities highlighted
here are by no means exhaustive, but
serve to demonstrate that all is not
doom and gloom in Newfoundland
and Labrador. Tailoring the opportunities of the new economy to the realities of a sparsely populated and
regionally diverse province requires a
new approach to planning - one
which is well underway across the
provmce.

Planning for a new economy
In 1994, the federal and provincial governments agreed to a request
from the Newfoundland and Labrador
Rural Development Council
(NLRDC) to establish a task force to
review community economic development in the province. The 59 voluntary rural development associations
represented by the NLRDC were facing cuts to their operating grants from
the government and hoped that a
review of the numerous federal,
provincial, and community development agencies in the province would
determine the best way to support
local developments with increasingly
scarce resources.
After a comprehensive consultation process, the Task Force on
Community Economic Development,
composed of an equal number of government and nongovernment representatives, delivered 29 recommendations that were endorsed by the federal
and provincial governments with few
changes. The result has been the establishment of 20 economic zones based
on subregions having common economic interests. Each zone has an
elected Regional Economic
Development Board (REDB) composed of representatives from business,
March I mars 1997
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Superior Gloves:
a glove manufacturing plant in
Point Leamington. Employee loyalty
translates into lower training costs
and higher quality production.

labour, municipal government, community development, and education
and training institutions.
With all but one of the REDBs
now in place, their first task is to
develop a five-year strategic economic
plan for their respective zone. These
plans will form the basis of a performance contract to be negotiated with
the federal and provincial governments. These contracts will establish
common development goals and
objectives with agreed upon performance targets to measure the success
of the government and nongovernment partners in producing results.
For the first time, community
interests have a mechanism to coordinate their activities amongst themselves and with government. Each
board participates in strategic-planning training and conducts public
forums in developing their plans.
The Newfoundland Statistics Agency
has cooperated with the provincial
Department of Development and
Rural Renewal (created specifically to
lead provincial support for the zone
process) and the Atlantic Canada
Opportunities Agency in the development of a user-friendly geographic
information system to provide a common platform for socioeconomic data
26
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that is available to every board.
The zone process is still in its
infancy but with the organizational
legitimacy gained by boards adapted
to meet the needs of each zone, government and nongovernment interests
recognize that the fundamentals of the
process are sound. The opportunities
of the new economy are there for the
taking, but their full potential will
only be realized through an integrated,
strategic approach to planning. 48

Rob Greenwood, Ph.D., is the Director
ofPolicy and Strategic Planning for the
Department ofDevelopment and Rural
Renewal, Government ofNewfoundland
and Labradm: He is also an Adjunct
Assistant Professor in the Faculty of
Business Administration at Memorial
University ofNewfoundland.
He can be reached at (709)729-4817,
or robg@eb:gov.nfca.

Summary
With the fishing industry seemingly dead
in the water and much of its workforce lefi:
stranded, Newfoundland and Labrador
had to change its economic tack. With the
emergence of Hibernia, other resource
developments and the new economy, the
province hopes there's smooth sailing
ahead. Tailoring the opportunities of the
new economy to the realities of a sparsely
populated and regionally diverse province
requires a new approach to planning - one
which is well underway across the province
with the creation of regional economic
zones.

,
,
R esume
Les eaux stagnantes dans lesq uelles se trouve l'industrie des pecheries et une bonne
partie de sa main-d' ceuvre ant force TerreNeuve et le Labrador a changer de cap en
matiere d'economie. Grace au projet
d'Hibernia, aux autres activites d' exploitation des ressources et a la nouvelle
economie, la province espere voguer bient6t vers des flats plus paisibles. Pour etre
en mesure de profiter des possibilites qu' offre le nouvel ordre economique, cette
province peu peuplee et tres diversifiee
necessite une approche de l'urbanisme
fondee sur I' etablissemenr de zones
economiques regionales.
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Gander Lake, Newfoundland
is a large freshwater lake that is
approximately 50 kilometres long, 2
kilometres wide, and up to 300 metres
deep. It supplies drinking water for
the Town of Gander and several other
smaller communities. The waters

tion to develop a test case Watershed
Plan.
The plan was devised under the
direction of a steering committee that
included representation from provincial government departments,
Environment Canada, and the Town

12000. These are all relatively new
towns and, because they have been in
existence for a comparatively short
period of time, their development is
well recorded. This presented a unique
opportunity to trace, with confidence,
the lake's pollutant loadings from both

by Margot D. Cantwell and Jeffrey A. Pinhey
flowing into and out of it represent
some of the finest salmon-fishing
rivers in North America. At the same
time, the approximately 75 000
hectares of land within the catchment
are under pressure from forest harvesting and cottage development.
The water resources management
division of the provincial Department
of Environment is responsible for the
development of programs and policies
for the protection of drinking-water
quality in the province. The
Watershed Management Plan for
Gander Lake and its Catchment was
part of the province's ongoing efforts
to establish a practical approach to
water supply watershed protection
throughout Newfoundland. As such, a
provincial objective of the work was
that it serve as a model for other
catchments. Previous municipal planning in Gander had identified the
need for long-term water quality protection in the lake that provides their
drinking water. This desire by the
town, together with good water quality records and a lake catchment that
was well suited to study, made the
Gander catchment an excellent locaPlan Canada

of Gander. The consultant selected
was EDM Environmental Design and
Management Limited, of Halifax,
Nova Scotia. 1
The objectives of the planning
process were to identify the primary
sources of pollutants and then to
develop a zoning plan to direct future
development (primarily forestry operations related to the pulp and paper
industry and cottage development).
Of foremost importance, from the
perspective of the provincial
Department of Environment, was that
all of the work be scientifically defensible. A zoning plan that simply
applied a general standard, such as a
typical 50-metre buffer zone all
around the lake, or zoning based simply upon density or activity was clearly
considered insufficient.
The Town of Gander lies north of
Gander Lake on the opposite side of
the Trans-Canada Highway;
Glenwood and Appleton are just to
the west of Gander, one on either side
of Gander River Outflow; and Benton
is located on Soulis Pond, which flows
into Gander Lake. These towns have a
total population of approximately

land and lake water activities after earlier phases in the development of the
catchment. Good records were also
available for all point source pollutant
inputs such as sewage-treatment
plants, industry, and other piped systems. A review of these records clearly
indicated that point source pollution
did not have a major impact on the
water quality of Gander Lake.
Quite early in the project it
became clear that non-point source
pollution was the primary pollution
issue in the catchment. This is not a
surprising result; in both developed
and undeveloped catchments today
non-point source pollution is the primary water quality problem. In addition, it was determined that Gander
Lake is currently oligotrophic, or very
clean, but that it is sensitive to phosphorus loading. Large non-point
sources of phosphorus include direct
precipitation and phosphorus delivered via streams, rivers, and overland
flow (both attached to sediment and
dissolved). The primary vehicle for
phosphorus in streams, rivers, and
overland flow is soil. When soil is
eroded, the amount of sediment and
Iv/arch I mars 1997
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phosphorus entering a receiving water
body can be significant. Different land
uses and development practices result
in different amounts of erosion. Thus,
the basis for the approach taken was
that all land use activities in this
catchment (and other largely undeveloped catchments) result in erosion,
and erosion has the largest impact on
water quality.
The Watershed Management Plan
was based on a watershed decision
model, a scientifically defensible
method of relating land use to lake
water quality.2 Using a spatially representative modification of the Universal
Soil Loss Equation (USLE), the model
considers land use or development
type, geographical condition (e.g., soil
type, slope, etc.), and location within
the catchment.
The model was developed within
a raster-based geographic information
system (GIS). First, digital maps of
the various factors were created and
computer algorithms were developed
and calibrated using lake water quality
data. Then cartographic models of
sediment (SS) and associated phosphorous (P) input to the lake under
different land use conditions were run
on a catchment-wide basis. An annual
loading of suspended solids and phosphorous that corresponded to the
measured concentrations of those
parameters in the lake was used as a
calibration parameter. A believable calibration was achieved and the model
was then used to illustrate, in a predictive manner, the relative impact of different proposed land uses on the water
quality in Gander Lake.
The model results were somewhat
surprising. Prior to initiating the
study, it had been assumed that the
greatest impact on water quality
would be from the large-scale forest
cutting planned by the pulp and paper
industry. In fact, the model predicted
that the large planned clear-cuts and
28
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urban development areas would actually be less of a problem than initially
anticipated, but that proposed cottage
expansion and the twinning of the
Trans-Canada Highway would have
more of an impact on lake water quality than initially foreseen. This result
was largely due to the location of these
activities - the forest cuts were planned
in relatively insensitive areas, whereas
the highway was planned in one of the
more sensitive areas. In fact, in this
catchment, location tended to be
more critical in terms of lake water
impact than actual land use.
The Gander Lake catchment is a
relatively pristine area of land.
Therefore, when defining land development, the term development is represented by the basic definition of
alteration of natural conditions by
anthropogenic activity. The more varied forms of development associated
with urbanization are simply lumped
into one, whereas forestry activity has
its own separate categories related to
the degree of soil disturbance that
often happens with road building and
reforestation practices.
The model was also used to prepare a zoning plan, or physical plan,
for restricting land use within the
catchment. The physical plan illustrates where in the catchment land use
would result in an inordinate negative
impact on lake water quality, and thus
provides guidance for the establishment of zones of restricted use based
on a defensible methodology. The
plan shows that only 7.6% of the land
in the catchment required R zoning
(restricted to development) and a further 9% was proposed for H zoning
(highest level of restriction on activities). The remaining 83% was zoned
to allow plenty of opportunity for
change in future land use.
Interestingly, the finding that the
majority of lake water sediment in the
catchment is derived from only a small

portion of the land mass is consistent
with the findings in many other catchments (e.g., Wall et al. 1978).
Activities that would be allowed
within each zone of the physical plan
were defined based upon their potential to disturb the soil. This resulted in
a slightly different activity list than is
normally seen under land use zoning.
It also allowed for the creation of
some unique planning controls.
Negotiated approaches for increased
or decreased development density
could be implemented provided project proponents followed specific sets
of guidelines, including construction
guidelines, specific stormwater-management practices, and cottage-development guidelines. In addition, the
plan recommended a communitybased watershed stewardship program.
The Gander Lake Management
Plan is not a detailed policy plan. It
provides advice on where in the watershed to direct intensive forms of development, and where to discourage
them. The precision of the model (the
GIS cell areas were one hectare each)
dictates the need for more detailed
planning as development types in the
watershed change. This work represents a positive first step in the planning process. It acts as a large-scale,
quantitative input for a detailed planning process that will develop policy
to control development in the catchment. This work provides a basis for
subsequent community and industry
consultation that will help to allow
development to proceed without compromising the drinking-water quality
in the lake.
The advantage of the Watershed
Decision Model is that its output is in
the form of a map. The map is easily
understood and spatially explicit. One
does not need to be a scientist to
understand it. At the same time, it
communicates the results of a complex
and thorough analysis of the catchlvfarch I mars 1997
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WATERSHED MANAGEMENT STRATEGY FOR GANDER LAKE AND ITS CATCHftEtU
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Prepared by EOM Emironme<1laf Oedgn ;.nd Uanagemonl Limited. 1996

ment and its ability to sustain development activity without a detrimental
impact on lake water quality. The
model is currently being used, on a
smaller scale, to assess the relative sediment impacts of different development
alternatives on a steeply sloped parcel
of land adjacent to an urban lake in
Nova Scotia. In that application, the
results will be more direct, in that the
model is being used as a decision tool
to evaluate different subdivision layouts and to identify the areas that will
contribute the least sediment to the
lake when disturbed by construction.
In Newfoundland, the model has
been accepted by the province as a key
tool for other watersheds. However,
further calibration is required before
the model can be said to provide precise numerical results. As a decisionmanagement tool, however, the model
is accurate and ready to be applied
elsewhere. For example, the model is
scientifically defensible when it predicts that area A is more sensitive_ than
Plan Canada
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area B. Reliable numerical values for
sediment loading of A and B, however, require further application and calibration of the model. Given that the
primary purpose of the model is to
support planning decisions, accurate
numerical values are relatively unimportant. What is most important is
that A is the more sensitive area, and
that it is significantly more so.
A review of the physical plan indicates why the model is valuable. The
model is able to predict that development on a flat site with sandy soil
close to a lake, as is the case near
Benton, is safer from an environmental and water quality perspective than
is development on steep slopes along
streams farther away from the lake. It
recognizes an effective distance from
the lake based on the actual landscape
characteristics, land use, and water
routing as opposed to simply establishing a development standard, such
as a 50-metre setback.
In addition, the plan identifies the

l•low
M• Medium

Town of Gander, a developed area that
would be identified as a significant
source of pollution using standard
methods which calculate pollutant
impact based solely on land use (e.g.,
Dillon et al. 1986), as a minor source
of sediment to the lake. This reinforces what designers have always
known
that careful siting of a
development in the terrain is as
important as the development type
itself. The Town of Gander is located
on a flat piece of land that, for the
most part, doesn't drain directly into
the lake. Most surface runoff from the
town must flow north and then east,
through a long series of streams and
wetlands before it reaches the lake. By
this time, nature has done its part to
filter out and utilize nutrients and sediment before they reach the lake. In
fact, the entire Town of Gander and
its airport contribute less phosphorus
to the lake than a managed cluster of
cottages proposed by the provincial
government.
=
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This model, which provides a spatial representation of land sensitivity,
or resiliency, as it relates to different
development impacts, represents the
future of land use planning. Instead of
simply assigning minimum lot sizes or
development density on a broad-based
area scale of planning control, planners can now begin to identify parts of
a landscape where density may be successfully increased. At the same time,
in an environmental trade-off with
development, planners can protect
areas that really need protection. This
approach can be extremely successful
for both the developer and the community the planner serves because it
encourages density where appropriate,
reducing servicing costs and sprawl
while protecting the most sensitive
land areas. Integrating this and other
principles inherent in the practice and
understanding of landscape ecology
will allow planners to produce "living
plans" that respond to development
demands without compromising those
parts of our environment that cannot
be compromised.
._
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Notes
' EDM prepared the plan, with water quality data collection undertaken by Jacques
Whitford Environment Limited of St. John's,
Newfoundland, and with scientific and modeling support from Loucks Oceanology of
Halifax. The project was funded under the
Canada-Newfoundland Agreement Respecting
Water Resource Management. The final study
is published jointly by the provincial
Department of Environment and Environment
Canada.
2
The model was created by EDM staff,
and based on research work by Elizabeth Snell,
D.R. Coote, and Dr. Michael Binford at
Harvard University, who also served as an
advisor to the study.

Margot D. Cantwell, MLA, ASLA,
CSLA is a landscape architect and
landscape ecologist, and a partner at
EDM Environmental Design and
Management Limited in Halifax.
She is currently president ofthe Atlantic
Provinces Association ofLandscape
Architects. Margot studied Landscape
Ecology at the Harvard Graduate
School ofDesign, and maintains her
design and environmental planning
practice in the multi-disciplinary atmosphere at EDM
Jeffrey A. Pinhey, M.A.Sc., P.Eng.
is an environmental engineer and a
partner in the planning and design firm
ofEDM Environmental Design and
Management Limited in Halifax.
He holds a master's degree in Wctter
Resources Engineeringfrom the Centre
for Wctter Resources Studies at the
Technical University ofNova Scotia.
For more information about this project,
please contact Margot Cantwell at
(902) 425-7900 or margot@edm.ca.

Coming in
September 91
1

a discussion of planning
reform in New Brunswick

A venir en
septembre 1991
un debat sur la reforme
de I' urbanisme
au Nouveau-Brunswick

Summary
As part of the province's ongoing efforts to
establish a practical approach to water supply watershed protection, the Watershed
Management Plan for Gander Lalce and its
Catchment was commissioned. In this
study, primary sources of pollutants were
identified, and with the help of a GISbased model, a zoning plan was developed
to direct future development. The model
helps planners identify parts of a landscape
where density may be successfully
increased while identifying areas needing
protection.

,
,
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Dans le cadre des activites continues de la
province en vue d'adopter des mesures pratiques de protection des eaux en bassin
hydrographique, on a commande !'elaboration d'un plan de gestion du lac Gander et
de son bassin hydrographique. Cette etude
a permis d' etablir les principales sources de
polluants et, grace a un modele base sur le
systeme d'information geographique
(SIG), d'elaborer un plan -de zonage qui
contribuera a orienter !es amenagements
futurs. Ce modele permet aux urbanistes
de definir les elements du paysage dont on
pourrait accro1tre la densite avec succes et
de determiner lesquels doivent etre proteges.
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TOUS NOS REMERCIEMENTS
A L'ANCIENNE EQUIPE DE
PLAN CANADA

THANKS TO THE OUTGOING
PLAN CANADA TEAM
This issue marks the debut of the 1997-1998 Plan
Canada Editorial and Production Team. CIP
wishes to extend its thanks to the outgoing
team of Senior Editor Heather Lang-Runtz
(The HLR Publishing Group), Co-Editors
Walter Jamieson MCIP and Marie
Lessard MICU, and departing Editorial
Board member Mark Poirier MCIP. The
quality of Plan Canada improved continuously
through their stewardship, and their hard work on
behalf of the publication, and CIP is much
appreciated.

Le present numero de Plan Canada est le premier
ne de la nouvelle equipe de redaction et de
production de cette revue pour 1997-1998. L'ICU
tient a remercier l'equipe sortante formee de la
-f'•.~ 00,-¥';;') redactrice en chef Heather Lang-Runtz (The HLR
Publishing Group), des co-redacteurs Walter
Jamieson MCIP, et Marie Lessard MICU, et du
membre du Comite de redaction Mark Poirier MCIP.
Sous leur regne, la qualite de Plan Canada s'est
sans cesse accrue. L'ICU leur est tres
reconnaissant de leur importante contribution a
cette publication.

Did you know...

SaJtiez-sou que...

twice as many Members

deux fois plus de Membres,

who attended the 1996

qui ont pris part au

Conference in Saskatoon

Congres de 1996 a

say they plan to
attend the 1997

qu'ils comptaient

Conference in St.

participer au Congres

John's,

de 1997

Newfoundland?

Terre-Neuve?

a St-Jean,

We hope to see \'OU in

Nous esperons VOUS voir

St. John's this summer.

St-Jean cette ete.

a

Of.ice ofthe Student
Representative

Poste de reprtfsentant
tftudiant

Any student member of
CIP currently enrolled in a
recognized planning
program who is interested
in becoming the Student
Representative on CIP
National Council should
contact either Jill Harriman
at rschem@netbistro.com
or the CIP Office at
1-800-207-2138 or
general@cip-icu.ca.
Nominations close April 23,

Tout membre etudiant de
l'ICU inscrit a un
programme d'urbanisme
reconnu par l'ICU qui
souhaite poser sa
candidature au paste de
representant etudiant au
sein du Conseil national de
l'ICU peut communiquer
avec Jill Harriman
rschem@netbistro.com ou
au bureau de l'ICU, au
1-800-207-2138 OU a
general@cip-icu.ca. La
date limite de presentation
des candidatures est le 23
avril 1997.
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lv1ore infor1T1c1tion about the
1997 CIP Conference is.on
pc1ges 3 and 7 of CIP News,
as well as in the enclosed
preHminary progrc1m.
Vous trouverez plus de
renseignements clU sujet du
Congres ICU 1997 aux p<lges
3 et 7 d'Echos d~ l'ICU ainsi
que dans le programme
preliminaire.ci-inclu.s.
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1997 BUDGET

BUDGET DE 1997

At its January meeting in Montreal, CIP Council
approved the budget for 1997. Projected
expenditures for the year are $597,000 and
projected earned revenues are $527,000. The
difference of $70,000 is being met by a transfer
from CIP's ample reserves, which have grown
following two years of budget surpluses. Over
these two years CIP has done extremely well with
its conferences, earning revenues of approximately
$50,000 and $40,000 from the Edmonton (1994)
and Toronto (1995) conferences respectively.
These conferences were high profile, international
events which CIP is unlikely to repeat in the near
future. 1997 thus represents a "transition" year, as
CIP moves to a new conference delivery model
and enters, over the short term at least, a period of
potentially reduced conference earnings. As well,
CIP is moving to a more costly Plan Canada in
1997 and 1998, but also to a period of potentially
higher advertising and marketing revenues in the
future.
The main features of the 1997 budget are shown
on the adjoining charts.

A son assemblee de janvier,

le Conseil de l'ICU a
adopte le budget pour 1997. II prevoit pour cet
exercice des depenses de 597 000 $ et des
recettes de 527 000 $. II annulera cet ecart de
70 000 $ en transferant une partie des importantes
reserves de l'ICU accumulees grace a l'excedent
budgetaire des deux derniers exercices. En effet,
au cours des deux dernieres annees, l'ICU a ete
en mesure d'organiser des congres qui ont
rapporte respectivement des revenus de 50 000 $
et de 40 000 $ pour les congres d'Edmonton en
1994 et de Toronto en 1995.
II s'agissait la de rencontres d'envergure
internationale et l'ICU ne s'attend pas a obtenir des
resultats semblables dans un avenir prochain.
L'annee 1997 en sera done une de « transition ».
En effet, l'ICU a adopte un nouveau modele
d'organisation de ces congres et entre dans une
periode de reduction des revenus generes par les
congres, du moins a court terme. Par ailleurs, l'ICU
accroitra les couts de publication de Plan Canada
en 1997 et 1998. II s'attend toutefois a obtenir
davantage de revenus grace a la publicite et au
marketing.

(Continued on page 3)

1997 Budget - Uses of Revenue
Budget 1997 - Affectation des revenus
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Les principaux postes sont indiques sur les
tableaux ci-joints.

A l'heure ou nous redigeons ceci,

la verification
des comptes annuels est en cours. Nous ne
disposons done pas des resultats financiers de
1996. II semble toutefois que le dernier exercice
indique un excedent important. Dans le prochain
numero d'Echos de l'ICU, nous vous ferons part
des resultats de la verification de l'exercice de
1996 et de la situation financiere de I' Institut.
Nota : Dans ces tableaux, le terme de « conduite des
affaires » se rapporte aux depenses relatives aux
activites du Conseil, du Comite executif, aux elections et
aux reglements; le terme de « direction » fait reference
aux depenses liees aux relations gouvernementales, aux
relations internationales et relations avec les medias; et
le terme « administration » englobe les depenses
associees aux activites du bureau national, dont le bail,
l'equipement et le mobilier, la remuneration, les
fournitures, les frais postaux, la photocopie, la
traduction, le site Web et le service telephonique sans
frais de l'ICU.

At the time of writing, the year-end audit is
underway so financial results for 1996 are not yet

1997 Budget - Sources of Revenue
Budget de 1997 - Sources de revenus

available. It appears, however, that the year
ended in another strong surplus. In the next issue
of CIP News, we'll show the full picture for 1996,
including CIP's financial position.
Note: In these charts, the term "Governance" refers to
expenses related to Council, Executive Committee,
Elections & Bylaws; "Leadership" refers to expenses
related to government relations, international relations
and media; and "Administration" refers to expenses
related to the national office including rent, equipment
and furnishings, salaries, supplies, postage,
photocopying, translation, the Web page, and CIP's
1-800 telephone service.
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CONFERENCE REMINDERS

AIDE MEMOIRE DES CONGRESSISTES

Register Early! St. John's will be very busy
during the Cabot 500 Celebrations. To reserve your
room, call the Delta Hotel at 1-800-563-3838 and
identify yourself as a delegate of the CIP National
Conference.

Pre-inscrivez-vous! La ville de St-Jean sera tres
courue en cette annee des Fetes du 500e
anniversaire de l'arrivee de Cabot. Pour reserver
une chambre, appelez !'hotel Delta au
1-800-563-3838 et precisez que vous etes delegue
du Congres national de l'ICU.

Book your ticket through Travel CUTS!
Travel CUTS is a corporate sponsor of Cl P's
Planning Student Trust Fund. By booking your
ticket with them, your name will be entered into
the 1997 ticket voucher draw (worth $800).

Fly with Air Canada and quote event
number CV 9 70044! Air Canada is the
official airline of our
Conference, and by quoting
the event number you'll be
helping to offset some of
the Conference
Committee's expenses.

Exhibit your company's
products and services!
A trade show is featured as
part of the Conference. Phone
(709) 729-3090 for further
information.

Reservez votre billet aupres de Voyages
Campus! Cette agence de voyage est la
societe commanditaire du Fonds en
fideicommis.des etudiants de l'ICU. En
reservant votre billet aupres de Voyages
Campus, vous serez admissible au tirage
au sort de 1997 de bons de transport d'une
valeur de 800 $.

Voyagez avec Air Canada, le
transporteur aerien officiel du Congres et
precisez le numero d'evenement CV
9 70044/Vous permettrez ainsi au Comite
organisateur du Congres de reduire ses
depenses.

Exposez /es produits et /es services de
votre entreprise! Le Cong res de cette annee
comprend une foire commerciale. Pour plus de
renseignements, composez le (709) 729-3090.

And the winner is...

Et le gagnant est...

Mr. Eric Grove MCIP, a retired

M. Eric Grove MICU, Membre

Member living in Hamilton, Ontario was the lucky
winner of $800 worth of travel vouchers, generously
donated to CIP by Travel CUTS, corporate sponsor
of the CIP Planning Student Trust Fund, and CIP's
official travel agent.

actuellement a Hamilton en Ontario, est l'heureux
gagnant de bans de transport d'une valeur de 800 $.
Ces bans sont une gracieusete de Voyages Campus,
commanditaire du Fonds en fideicommis pour
etudiants en urbanisme et en amenagement de l'ICU,
et agence de voyages officielle de l'ICU.

Mr. Grove is a long-time supporter of the Student
Trust Fund and it is fitting that he should be the first
winner of the Travel CUTS ticket draw. Mr. Grove
plans to use his vouchers to travel to the sunny
Caribbean before the winter is through.

Members can enter the 1997 ticket draw two
ways:

a la retraite qui vit

M. Grove appuyant depuis longtemps ce fonds a
!'intention des etudiants, ii convient tout a fait qu'il soit
le gagnant du tirage des premiers bans de Voyages
Campus. M. Grove compte se servir de ses bans
pour aller dans les Cara'ibes avant la fin de l'hiver.

Les membres peuvent devenir admissibles au
tirage de 1997 au sorl de deux fat;ons :

1. donate $100 or more to the Student Trust Fund
before July 22,1997;

1. en faisant un don d'au mains 100 $ au Fonds en
fideicommis des etudiants avant le 22 juillet 1997;

2. purchase their ticket to the CIP Conference in
St. John's, Newfoundland, through a Travel
CUTS ticket agent (your name will be entered in
the draw when you show your ticket at the CIP
registration desk).

2. en achetant leur billet d'avion a destination de
St-Jean (Terre-Neuve) en vue du Congres de l'ICU
en passant par Voyages Campus (votre nom sera
inscrit au tirage des que vous montrerez votre billet
au bureau d'inscription de l'ICU).

Do BOTH AND YOUR NAME

GOES IN TWICE!

The 1997 ticket draw will take place at the CIP
Awards Banquet, Tuesday, July 22, 1997. Make
sure your name is entered in the draw! CIP staff at
the registration desk will take Trust Fund donations
up until the evening of the Awards banquet.

FAITES CES DEUX GESTES ET AYEZ DEUX CHANCES DE GAGNER!

Le tirage au sort de 1997 aura lieu durant le Banquet
de remise des prix de l'ICU prevu pour le 22 juillet
1997. Assurez-vous que votre nom yest! Le
personnel du bureau d'inscription de l'ICU acceptera
les dons au Fonds en fideicommis jusqu'au moment
du Banquet de remise des prix.

C
In the January issue of GIP News we printed
some highlights of the 1996 Members survey. A
more detailed report is now available from the
GIP office, on request. Please call or send an email if you would like us to send you a copy.

Nous avons publie, dans le numero de janvier
d'Echos de l'IGU, quelques resultats du .
sondage mene aupres des Membres en 1996.
Vous pouvez toutefois vous procurer un rapport
detaille de sondage en faisant la demande au
bureau de l'IGU, par telephone ou par courrier
electronique.

, Risk Assessment for land Use Planners
Evaluation du nsque pour amenag1stes des terres
Co-sponsored by the Major Y&.•L11--"'P""•"= Co-conuna:ndite par le Co:nseil
Industrial Accidents
ca:nadie:n des accidents
Council of Canada {MIACC)
i:ndustriels naajeurs (CCAIM) et
and the Canadian Institute
par ,,z:nstitut ca:nadien des
of Planners {CIP).
urba:niSt es (ICU).
Cet Atelier est presente en anglais
COURSE OBJECTIVES

This one-day course is designed
to introduce land use planners
and other municipal and industry personnel to fundamental risk
assessment concepts and practices. The course will include risk
assessment and risk-based land use planning exercises.

Ce cours d'une journee permettra
aux amenagistes des terres et a
tout autre membre du personnel d'une municipalite ou d'une
industrie de se familiariser avec les pratiques et concepts
fondamentaux d'evaluation du risque. Le cours comportera des
exercices en amenagement des terres axe sur le risque.

PARTICIPANTS WILL LEARN

• general principles of risk
management, ineluding an
overview of major accidents and risk management initiatives
and legislation;
• hazards and risks terminology and definitions;
• risk assessment techniques as they apply to hazardous
facilities including risk identification, analysis and appraisal;
• a simple risk assessment approach and methodology which
can be applied in your municipality.

LES PARTICIPANTS
APPRENDRONT

The course fee includes
tuition, refreshment breaks,
and all course materials including Hazardous Substances Risk
Assessment a Mini-Guide for Municipalities and lndustryand
Risk Based Land Use Planning Guidelines.

FRAIS DE COURS :

COURSE FEE:

$275 PLUS HST

MIACC, the Major Industrial
Accidents Council of
Canada, is an independent
organization that works with
government, industry, other
organizations and
communities to minimize the
risk to public safety and the
environment from major
industrial accidents involving
hazardous substances.

OBJECTIFS DU COURS

• les grands principes de gestion du
risque et auront, entre autres, un
aper9u des accidents majeurs ainsi
que des initiatives et des lois relatives ala gestion du ri.sque;
• les termes et les definitions en matiere de danger et de risque;
• des techniques d'evaluation du risque dans le contexte
d'installations dangereuses, dont la detection, !'analyse et
!'appreciation du risque;
• une approche et une methodologie simple d'evaluation du
risque qui peut s'appliquer aleur municipalite.

275 $ Les frais comprennent les droits de

cours, les pauses sante et tout le
materiel didactique, dont Evaluation du
risque des substances dangereuses:
un mini-guide pour /es municipa/ites et le secteur industrie/ et Les
lignes directrices d'amenagement des terres axe sur le risque.

TVHENSUS

ATTENTION CIP MEMBERS!!!
This course will provide you with 1point towards your
Continuing Professional Development Certificate! Stay on
for the CIP Conference and earn another 3points.
ATTENTION : MEMBRES DE L'ICU!!!
Ce cours vous donnera 1point en vue du certificat de
formation professionnelle continue! Si vous participez au
congres, vous accumulerez 3points de plus.

Le CCAIM, le Conseil
canadien des accidents
industrie/s majeurs, est un
organisme independant qui
aide le gouvernement, le
secteur industrial et d'autres
organismes aminimiser les
risques a la securite publique
et al'environnement en
prevenant les accidents
industrials majeurs impliquant
des substances dangereuses.

To register please contact MlllCC

Pour vous inscrire, veuillez communiquer avec CCJI.IM

265 Carling Avenue, Suite 600 Ottawa ON KlS 2El
Tel: (613) 232-4435 Fax: (613) 232-4925

265, av. Carling, suite 600, Ottawa (Ont.) KlS 2El
Telephone: (613) 232-4435 Telecopieur: (613) 232-4925
.ll.dresse elec. : miacc@globalx.net
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Council met January 18-19,
1997 in Montreal. Business
covered in the meeting
included:
• approval of the 1997
budget;
• approval of an export
development strategy for the Institute;
fine-tuning policies and procedures related to
conferences, and hiring a conference coordinator
(Grant McNeil of Communication Works).for 1998,
1999 and 2000;
reviewing the status of the St. John's conference,
including firming up plans for two pre-conference
workshops (ADR for Planners and Risk
Assessment for Planners);
reviewing proposals for upcoming conferences in
Winnipeg (1998) and Montreal (1999);
approving a framework for cost-sharing with
affiliates on membership recruitment programs;
discussing several joint initiatives presently
underway with the American Planning Association;
renewing our membership in the Commonwealth
Association of Planners (now based in New
Zealand);
outlining the scope of two new awards to be
introduced in 1998 (a Plan Canada award for best
article and a planning education leadership award);
approving procedures to streamline the nomination
of Fellows.

The next CIP Council meeting is April 25-27, 1997
in Vancouver
t--~:''L~"'~J!!!lt.S-.;~;;)i-'xY@t--ifl-fl§ii/dfs'if!i

~Council would like to thank the City of Montreal, the

(~Ordre des urbanistes du Quebec and members of the
~1999 CIP Conference Committee for their warm
::l hospitality at the Friday night wine and cheese
~ reception, January 17, 1997.

'
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Les 18 et 19 janvier dernier a Montreal, les membres du
Conseil se sont reunis pour discuter, entre autres, des
questions suivantes :
• !'adoption du budget de 1997;
• !'adoption de la strategie d'expansion des possibilites
d'exportation de l'lnstitut;
• le raffinement des politiques et des modalites relatives aux
congres, l'embauche d'un coordonnateur de congres.
(Grant McNeil de Communication Works) en vue des
congres de 1998, 1999 et 2000;
• !'evaluation de la situation en ce qui concerne le Congres
de St-Jean, dont la confirmation des questions relatives
aux ateliers d'avant-congres (Reglement extrajudiciaire de
differends pour Jes urbanistes et Evaluation des risques
pour Jes urbanistes);
• l'etude des propositions relatives aux congres de
Winnipeg ( 1998) et de Montreal ( 1999);
• !'adoption d'un cadre de partage des coats lies aux
programmes de recrutement des membres avec les
organismes affilies;
• !'evaluation de divers projets conjoints actuellement en
cours avec !'American Planning Association;
• le renouvellement de !'adhesion a !'Association des
urbanistes du Commonwealth (desormais etablie en
Nouvelle-Zelande);
• la definition de la portee de deux nouveaux prix qui seront
inaugures en 1998 (le prix Plan Canada pour le meilleur
article et le prix de !'initiative en enseignement de
l'urbanisme);
• !'adoption de modalites visant a simplifier le processus de
mise en candidature des fellows.
La prochaine reunion du Conseil de l'ICU aura lieu du 25
au 27 avril 1997.
Le Conseil tient a remercier la ville de Montreal, l'Ordre des
urbanistes du Quebec et les membres du Comite du Congres
de l'ICU de 1999 de leur chaleureux accueil a l'occasion du
vin et fromage du vendredi soir, le 17 janvier 1997.

i,;

Mark Andison ........... PIBC
Robin J.G. Bennett...OPPI
Leon R. Bensason .... OPPI
Steven Crighton ........... API
J. Kenneth Dakin ...... OPPI
Jerry V. De Marco ..... OPPI
Betsy J. Donald ........ OPPI

Robert G. Dowler ..... OPPI
Gary W. Dyke ........... OPPI
Kenneth J. Forrest ...... API
Sandra Henderson ... OPPI
Bruce K. Hoppe ........ OPPI
John D. Jacob .......... OPPI
Barbara Jeffrey ........ OPPI

Michael L.B. Jerrett .. OPPI
Terri L. Johns ........... OPPI
David B.M. Macleod OPPI
Myles Roy Mahon .... OPPI
Mike Scott Millar ...... OPPI
Avrum Miller .............. OUQ
Rino M. Mostacci ..... OPPI

Kimberly Needham ... PIBC
Ralph Perkins ........... PIBC
E. Ross Pym ............. OPPI
Cameron R. Rapp .... OPPI
Bradley G. Rogers .... OPPI
Della Ross ................ OPPI
Harold Shnider ....... AACIP

Gregory M. Simon .... OPPI
Douglas W. Stewart. OPPI
James J. Sullivan ..... OPPI
Gregory S. Taras ..... OPPI
Wendy Tse .................. API
Geoffrey Vanderbaaren OPPI
Margaret B. Verbeek OPPI

6ioin9 to the l.tl' l.onferenGe in 'Dt. l'o\m's? tz.£(.,,1~1'£\Z. £/\tz.LY. Newfoundland wi\l be
ver~ bus~ during the l.abot Celebrations and hotels. tar rentals, eY.tursions and ferries must
be booi'ed we\! in advanGe! ~££ it\£ £NC.L0~£D 'P\Z.OG.\ZAM fO\Z. D£1'AIL'5!
Vous al\ez. au Gongres de nc.u a 'Dhfean? 'P\Z.£-lN~C.\Z.IV£Z.-VOU~. La provinGe de
Terre-Neuve sera tres Gourue durant \es· fetes de Gabot. Vous devez. <lonG faire vo&
reservation& d'hotel, <le \oGation <l'auto, <l'ey.Gursion et <le traversier \e plus tot possible!

'POU\Z. 'PLU~ D£ D£1'AIL~, C.0N~ULT£Z. L£ 'P\Z.OG.AAMM£ 'P\Z.£LtMlN/\l\Z.£

SUN/DIM

MON/LUN

TUE/MAR

WED/MER

THU/JEU

FRI/VEN

SAT/SAM

MARCH 1 9 MARS

• 1997 Awards for
Planning Excellence
Application Deadline/
Date limite
d'inscription aux Prix
d'excellence de l'ICU
1997
APRIL 23 AVRIL

MAY 1 MAI

JUNE6JUIN

• Closing date for
• 1997 CIP Student
• Closing date for
nominations for the
Scholarship
nominations for
Office of Student
Applicaton Deadline/
Office of
Representative/Date
Date limite de
President-ElecUDate
limite de mise en
demande de Bourses
limite de mise en
candidature au paste
d'etudes de l'ICU
candidature au paste
de representant des
1997
de President-elu
etudiants
JUNE

15 JUIN

JUNE

1997 CIP Conference
early registration
deadline*/Date limite
de pre-inscription au
Conares ICU 1997*
JULY 20 JUILLET

• ADR Workshop*/
Atelier RED*
• 1997 GIP
Conference/Congres
ICU 1997

19 JUIN

JULY

18 JUILLET

• Hotel rooms will be • Risk Assessment
held until June 19/
Workshop*/
Chambres d'hotel
Evaluation du risque*
seront retenus
• ADR Workshop*/
iusqu'au 19 iuin
Atelier RED*
JULY21

JUILLET

• 1997 CIP
Conference/Congres
ICU 1997

JULY22 JUILLET

• 1997 CIP
Conference/Congres
ICU 1997

JULY23

JULY

19 JUILLET

• ADR Workshop*/
Atelier RED*

JUILLET

• 1997 CIP
Conference/Congres
ICU 1997

* For more details, please see the 1997 CIP Conference Preliminary Program and Registration package inserted in this issue of Plan Canada.
* Pour plus de renseignements, consultez la trousse du Programme preliminaire et d'inscription au Congres ICU 1997 dans le present numero de Plan Canada.

Francesco Alaimo ......... PIBC
Valve E. Aloe ................. OPPI
Peter M. Andersen ........ OPPI
Keith D. Barrett .............. OPPI
Peter D. Bartos .............. OPPI
Lorne Berg ..................... OPPI
Henry M. Byres .............. OPPI
Kenneth G. Cain ............ OPPI
Adam G. Carr ................ OPPI
Monte Christensen ......AACIP
John T. Collis ................ OPPI
Robin J. Comfort ........... OPPI

Michael A. Crechiolo ..... OPPI
Dennis S. Cuomo .......... OPPI
Mitch Dickey .................... API
Richard Difrancesco ...... OPPI
Robert D. Elliott ............. OPPI
Matthew Ferguson ......... OPPI
Jocelyn Fowke .......... APCPS
Greg Gola ...................... OPPI
Thomas E. Goodeve ..... OPPI
John A. Graham ............ OPPI
Kevin A. Harper ............. OPPI
Irena Hauzar .................. INTL

Fern Hietkamp ............... PIBC
John Husband ............ AACIP
Chris Jones ................... OPPI
Barbara Koopmans ....... OPPI
Earl A. Kufner ................ OPPI
Scott G. Lockwood ........ PIBC
Glenn W. Mandziuk ....... PIBC
Kyle McKenzie ............... OPPI
Allison M. Meistrich ....... OPPI
Sharon A. Mittmann ....... OPPI
Tara L. Mittermayer ....... OPPI
Lewis A. Margulis .......... OPPI

John H. Murchison ........ OPPI
Sharmaine Ng Qui SangOPPI
Rachelle L. Partridge ..... OPPI
Mary M. Persi ................ OPPI
Judith L. Pihach ............. OPPI
Matthew Premru ............ OPPI
Douglas J. Robertson .... OPPI
Michael A. Ronson ........ OPPI
Linda J. Shaw ................ OPPI
Donna J. Simmonds ...... OPPI
Gabrielle Simonyi .......... OPPI
Martin Sladek ................ PIBC

Fraser R. Smith ............ OPPI
Jane M.F. Sodero ............ API
Bernhard A. Steiger ...... OPPI
Vladimir Torres Hecker .. lNTL
Michael G. Van De VegteOPPI
Karl M. Van Kessel ....... OPPI
Carolyn S. Wainman ..... OPPI
John E. Warren ............. OPPI
Tracey L. Weatherston .... API
Daniel T. Whelton ....... AACIP
Stephen Young ........... AACIP
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timeline
MARCH 91 MARS

JUNE

New Urbanism Housing: Risky Trend or
Profitable Venture?
March 24·2 5 mars • Toronto, ON. i Insight
Conference 2(416) 777-1242
APRIL

'91 AVRIL

•

American Planning Association
Annual Conference
April 5-9 avril • San Diego, CA. i Reenee

Kaiser, APA 2(312) 786-6389
&l8lrkaiser@planning.org WEB http://
www. planning .org/ conferen/ con fl ist. html

• PIBC Annual Conference
April 2 3·2 5 avril · Vancouver, BC. 1997
Planning Institute of British Columbia
Annual Conference i Raymond Nothestein
2(604) 482-8750 J(604) 683-1183 WEB
http://www.pibc.bc.ca

•

=

Telephone/Telephone

f = Fax!Telecopieur &l8l = E-Mail/Courrier electronique

Managing the Millennium

rd

April 23-25 avril · Red Deer, AB. 3
Annual joint conference of the Alberta
Association, Canadian Institute of
Planners and the Community Planners
Association of Alberta. i Lynn Friesen 2/
J(403) 225-2279 &l8l
b.holtby@mail.ccinet.ab.ca
MAY

'91 MAI

Eastern European Cities in Transition ·
Projects, Policies, Financing,
Partnership
May 21·23 mai · Warsaw, Poland. ilFHP
Secretariat, Wassenaarseweg 43, NL-2696
CG The Hague 20031 70 328 l 504/324
4557 J0031 70 328 2085.

Reflections on Water: Learning from
History and Assessing the Future

th

May 28-31 mai · New Orleans, LA. 17
Annual Meeting of the International
Association for Impact Assessment. i
IAIA Executive Office, NDSBU·IBID,
Hastings Hall, P.O. Box 5256, Fargo, ND
58015-5256. J(701) 231-1007

Planning Knowledge for the European
Market
May 28-31 mai · Nijmegen, The
Netherlands. i Hans Mastop, Chairman,
Department of Spatial Planning, Faculty of
Policy Sciences, P.O. Box 9108, 6500 HK
Nijmegen, The Netherlands 2+31 24 361
2099J+31243611842 WEBhttp://
www.kun.nl/bw/plan/html/plans/
plans.html

Congress of Learned Socities/Congres
des societes savantes
May 31 mai • June 14 juin • St. John's, NF.
i Learned Societies Secretariat, Memorial
University, 2(709) 737-4390 J(709) 737·
4449 &l8l learneds@morgan.ucs.mun.ca
WEB http://www.mun.ca/learneds/

Visit our website for more conference information. - Visitez noire
site Web pour d'autres renseignements sur les congres.

'91 JUIN

Pathways to Sustainability
June 2-6 juin · Newcastle, AUS. i
Conference Secretariat, Pathways to
Sustainability, P.O. Box 489, Newcastle
2 300, NSW Australia. 2+61-49-29-91 72
J+6 l ·49·2 5-2 508 &l8l ncc@peg.apc.org

Lessons Learned in Municipal Crime
Prevention • Second National Seminar o
Building Safer Communities/
Connaissances acquises des
municipalites en prevention du crime ·
Deuxieme col/oque national visant a
biitir des col/ectivites plus s11res
June 4-5 juin · Ottawa, ON. i Kathy
Thompson, FCM 2(613) 241-5221 f(613)
241-7440 &l8l kthompson@fcm.ca

60 th Annual Conference and Municipal
Expo of the Federation of Canadian
Municipalities
June 6-7 juin · Ottawa, ON. i FCM, 24
Clarence St., Ottawa, ON Kl N 5P3.
2(613)241-5221 f(613)241-7117 WEB
http://www.fcm.ca

Roads ... Enhancing the Economy,
Sustaining the Environment

th

June 16-20 juin · Toronto, ON. XII I
World Meeting of the International Road
Federation. i Ariff Kachra, IRF World
Meeting Technical Program Committee,
Transportation Association of Canada,
2323 St. Laurent Blvd., Ottawa, ON Kl G
4K6. 2(613) 736-1350 J(613) 736-1395
&l8J IRF97TAC@MAGI.COM
JUL Y '91 JUILLET

•

Risk Management for Land Use
Planners • CIP Pre-Conference
Workshop (Co-sponsored by MIACC)/
Evaluation du risque pour amenagistes
des terres · Atelier pre-congres de /'ICU
(co-commandite par CCAIM)

July 18 juillet •St.John's, NF/St-Jean
(Terre-Neuve). i MIACC/CCAIM, 265
Carling Ave., Suite 600, Ottawa ON K 1S
2El 2(613) 232-4435 f(613) 232-4925
&l8J miacc@globalx.net WEB http://
www.cip-icu.ca

+
Alternative Dispute Resolution (ADR)
for Planners · CIP Pre-Conference
Workshop/Reglement extrajudiciaire de
differends pour /es urbanistes · Atelier
pre-congres de /'ICU

July 18-20 juillet ·St.John's, NF/St-Jean
(Terre-Neuve). i CIP/ICU 2(800) 207·
2138 or (613) 562-4646 J(613) 562-4648
&l8J general@cip-icu.ca WEB http://
www.cip-icu.ca

http://www.cip-icu.ca

+Quest for a Better World: Exploring
New Directions in Planning/En quete
d'un monde meilleur : A la recherche de
nouvel/es orientations en urbanisme
July 20-23 juillet ·St.John's, NF/St-Jean
(Terre-Neuve). 1997 CIP Conference/
Congres ICU 1997 i CIP/ICU 2(800) 207·
2138 or (613) 562-4646 JStan Clinton at
(709) 729-2609 &l8J
sclinton@mapa.gov.nf.ca WEB http://
www.cip-icu.ca
AUGUST '91 AOOT

• High Tech- High Touch: Balancing
Technology with Human Nature/Haute
technologie - En contact : L'equi/ibre
entre la technologie et la nature
humaine
August 1 3-16 aout · Edmonton, AB. i
CSLA Congress 97/AAPC Congres 97, c/o
Aberta Association of Landscape
Architects, #2, 9804 • 4 7 Avenue,
Edmonton AB T6E 5P3. 2(403) 435-9902
J(403) 435-7503 &l8l congress97@csla.ca
WEB http://www.csla.ca/congress97 /

+High Stakes Planning

August 20-23 · Windsor, ON. 1997
Ontario Professional Planners Institute
Symposium i City of Windsor Planning
Department, 3 50 City Hall Square W.,
Windsor ON N9A 6Sl 2(519) 255-6281
f(S 19) 255-6680 &l8l oppi@interlog.com
WEB http://www.interlog.com/~oppi
SEPTEMBER

'91 SEPTEMBRE

Urban Restructuring in the Fast
Growing Asia: Its Implications to the
Planning Profession & Education
Sept. 2·4 sept. · Bandung, Indonesia·
Fourth International Congress of Asian
Planning Schools Association (APSA).
2+62 (22) 2504735 J+62 (22) 2501263
&l8J itbpwk@bandung.wasantara.net.id

Annual Conference of the International
City Management Assocation
Sept. 14· 17 sept. • Vancouver, BC. i ICMA,
777 North Capitol Street, NE, Suite 500,
Washington DC 20002-4201 2(202) 289·
4262 J(202) 962-3500

Underground Space: Indoor Cities of
Tomorrow/Espace souterrain: Vil/es
interieures de demain
Sept. 29 sept. · Oct. 3 oct. · Montreal, QC.
i Organizing committee/Comite
organisateur, Ville de Montreal, 303, rue
Notre-Dame St. E., 5th Floor/5• etage,
Montreal QC H2Y 3Y8 2(514) 872-8343
f(S 14) 872-0024 &l8l
7econfso@odyssee.net WEB http://
www.odyssee.net/~7econfso

B o r d e n

Carleton
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PE I

by Jeffrey A. Pinhey and Peter Klynstra

When the Confederation Bridge, connecting Borden-Carleton, Prince
Edward Island (PEI), with Cape
Tormentine, New Brunswick, opens
in June of this year, predictions of its
impact on the Island's way of life and
economy range from boom to bust.
One thing that all of the predictions
do agree on is that life on PEI will
change.
This change in PEI will be most
noticeable in Borden-Carleton, which
was established in 1914 as a ferry-support community. Five years later,
Thomas Adams, founder of the
Canadian Institute of Planners, was
asked to provide order to the commuPlan Canada

nity that was growing on a very windy
point ofland. With ferry service ending (along with 400 jobs) when the
new bridge opens, there will be economic loss and associated social disruption. On the other hand, there will
be new developments including fastfood franchises, trucking support businesses, and possible outlet stores, and
it will change the face of the community forever.
The Borden-Carleton Area
Development Corporation (BADC)
recognized that the impact on the
community would be significant so
they initiated a Landscape Management Plan. The BADC was formed

through a partnership between local
and provincial governments. The
Corporation's main responsibility is to
act as the catalyst in the economic
development of Borden-Carleton in
its new role as the "Gateway to PEI."
The BADC funded the plan on a costshared basis between the community,
the province, and the bridge's developer, Strait Crossing International (SCI).
In commissioning the Landscape
Management Plan, the BADC recognized that a physical design was necessary to ensure coordination of the various projects in Borden-Carleton.
When the plan was initiated in March
1996, the province had just completed
March I mars 1997
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a land use and zoning plan that aimed
to encourage development within the
community and restrict sprawl on the
new bridge approach road. Meanwhile, the province and SCI were initiating designs for buildings on what
was soon to be the former ferry parking area, and the tender for the bridge
approach road and toll plaza had just
been let.

have a steady flow of traffic as opposed
to the "all or nothing" traffic pattern
from the ferry.
A Landscape Management Plan,
by definition, encompasses more scope
than a development plan. Physical
design, once the mainstay of the planning profess_ion, is related to the heritage of planning in Canada. Prior to
the 1970s, nearly all planners were
also architects, landscape architects or
engineers. Of these professions, landscape architecture continues to con-

straight edge
of lagoon

hard landscape
(brown=industrial)

should be sensitive to the PEI landscape, environment, and way of life.
The process of preparing the
Landscape Management Plan gave the
community a concrete project to work
on that integrated discussion of their
new economic future and possible locations for new development with what
cultural elements of their past had to be
preserved. At the same time, the plan
had to address how to reduce the effects
of community bisection caused the
bridge's new highway infrastructure.

oil tanks - critical
in foreground site

Figure 1: Before

The plan addresses each of the
following issues:
• arriving tourism impressions
• departing tourism impressions
• bisection of the community by
the bridge-approach road
• local economic development
opportunities
• local recreation opportunities
• measures to improve micro-climate
• measures to mitigate some of the
intrusive components of the engineering design of the bridgeapproach highway and tollbooth
plaza.
It also seeks to establish a new
vision for the community that would
32
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centrate on the preparation of comprehensive physical designs for communities which respect the relationship between the natural landscape
and the built environment. The multidisciplinary aspects of landscape architecture, as taught in Canada and the
United States, provide practitioners
with knowledge of, and appreciation
for, natural landscapes, the environment, biological systems, as well as
built works and community. In commissioning a Landscape Management
Plan, the BADC was demonstrating
an understanding that new design
practices and standards, new project
designs, and community layouts

The approach taken by the plan's
consultants, EDM Environmental
Design and Management Limited of
Halifax, Nova Scotia, included community consultation through workshops and public meetings to identify
specific landscape improvements as
well as envision a future role for the
community. Computerized landscapevisualization techniques were used to
illustrate the impact that changes
would have on the community in its
new role as the gateway to PEI and
how to make the community an even
more desirable place to live in or visit. 1
These photorealistic techniques
allowed the community to actually see
M,1rch I

111,trs

1997

what the proposed changes would look
like. All of the above techniques established a successful communication link
between the people in the community
and the "consultant from away."
Figure 1 illustrates an example of
one of the landscape visualizations.
The "before" photograph is an actual
picture of Borden-Carleton as seen
from the bridge during construction.
The "after" photograph is an image of
how the community wants to present
itself after the bridge is complete -

classic
agricultural
landscape

community. The plan provides guidance for the redesign of these areas,
and advises on how to integrate the
new development with the existing
town fabric.
The design pattern used as the
foundation for the "new town'' layout
was derived from descriptions of
Thomas Adams' original Town Plan of
Borden and from analysis of existing
patterns of community development
in Borden-Carleton. (The original
graphics that were a part of Adams'

Station Square also serves as the trailhead for the PEI rail-to-trail system.
While Station Square is at the intersection of Carleton Street and the new
bridge exit road so that it is more visible to visitors, Town Square is a place
for community activities. Here the ·
new town ballfield (relocated by new
traffic patterns), waterfront trail, picnic area, and community building are
located (see Figure 3).
Pedestrian connectivity and
respect for the patterns in the sur-

hedgerow planting
park - "green"
leads the driver
off the highway residential people place
infill
salt marsh
PEI 1
wetlands

tourism

facility

Figure 1: After

"Nice PEI community - tourists welcome." Note how the view of the
community in the "before" photograph clearly says "ferry-support town"
with prominent industrial features in
the foreground. In the "after" photograph, a hotel and green park in the
foreground clearly says "tourism" as do
the hedge row planting at the town
exit and bright red flags at the distant
Station Square.
As mentioned before, the new
bridge will free up several large parcels
of land formerly used for ferry parking
and ferry service facilities. This waterfront and core commercial area land
needs to be redeveloped as part of the
Plan Canada

work were not found but the cover letter to the premier and the report
describing the plan were discovered in
the PEI Archives.)
Using Thomas Adam's plan as a
basis for relating the new work to the
various changes experienced by the
community over time, the proposed
plan restores Adams' vision of visitor
("Station Square") and resident
("Town Square") squares at opposite
ends of the main downtown street
(Carleton Street). In the Landscape
Management Plan, Station Square is a
pedestrian-friendly space flanked by a
new town hall, SCI's headquarters,
and the Tourism Centre (see Figure 2).

rounding agricultural landscape are
included as guiding elements in the
new Landscape Management Plan.
These connections will be the most
difficult to establish. While a zoning
plan was in place before design work
began on the bridge, there was no
physical community design. Thus, in
the absence of other information, the
bridge approach roads were designed
from a largely engineering and traffic
perspective. This is extremely common in Canada, where environmental
impact assessments for large highway
projects do not deal substantively with
community and economic effects.
Highway designs rarely take into
March I mars 1997
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Figure 2: Station Square
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Overview

Project Description/Elements:

• The goal is to create a positive
first impression to attract visitors
to Borden-Carleton. There are only
seconds available to achieve this goal,
given that visitors are on a highway.
Therefore, the landscape must
be simple, powerful, and easily
understood.

1. Station Square: is a conceptual
idea about how the landscape might
direct the future development of the
area known as PEI 1. The idea is that
a formal green space be used to define
the center of the new commercial area.
The formal square is separate and distinct from the other park area.
Commercial development surrounds
and supports the square, making it the
vibrant core of the community.
The location of Station Square is
important at the terminus of Carleton
Street. Carleton forms the pedestrian
spine in Borden-Carleton, and is the
wide formal street in the community.
It is the best location for both the new
buildings and formal square. As shown
diagrammatically here, the square is
defined by three major buildings:

• The goal is accomplished by creating a new commercial area, identifiable as part of Borden-Carleton, a
prosperous Island community. The
commercial area must be classic PEI
vernacular (easily understood in seconds). This idea expands on the
original Thomas Adams idea of
Station Square, a commercial area
specifically designed to welcome
travellers to PEI.

• a new Community Hall and
emergency centre,
• a new bus depot and offices
for SCI,
• and a new tourism centre.
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The green space will be defined by
these buildings as a public street related square and should include the
monuments to the bridge builders.
The square should extend the Borden
grid across the highway, such that all
travellers drive through the Square.
Towers on the three main buildings
and flags in the square should be used
to mark the site when viewed from the
Bridge.
2. Commercial Development:
Station Square should form the focal
point of the commercial/retail development of the street. On street parking should be provided, together with
parking lots to the east.
3. Hedgerow Planting: Strong
wide hedgerows of white spruce,
birch, amelanchier and rosa rugosa
draw the eye from the Bridge to
Station Square.

March I mars 1997

Overview

Project Description/Elements:

• The primary goal is to
re-establish the Thomas Adams
Town Square, the focal point
for community activities, in
the physical center of BordenCarleton.

Town Square:
The old school site is the key to
strengthening Town Square in its
role. The old school site should not
be sold, but held in reserve for a
future community structure (e.g.,
community centre, community hall,
fire station, etc.). The new structure, when built, should relate to
both the Square and the Park.
Planting along Carleton Street
should be widened/varied to give
the Square prominence. A seating
area and park entrance should be
created on the old school site, in
conjunction with the new structure/facility.

• The project also provides
productive use for lands which
are limited for development by
noise from the Maritime Electric
Generating Station, and provides
a permanent site for the relocated
town ball field.

Town Park:
Town Park makes use of the Maritime
Electric lands. Hedgerow planting
defines the space and connects the elementary school with the Town Square.
The wide spruce hedgerow planting
also provides privacy to the homes on
Carleton Street and frames views of
the Bridge. The primary park
entrance is through Town Square.
Gravel paths link Town Park with the
elementary school and the waterfront
trail. The Park includes: two ball
fields; a soccer field, ball viewing areas,
a playground, a picnic area, benches
and garbage receptacles.

Figure 3: Town Square

View of Bridge and lighthouses are the visual focus of Town Park.
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account the local business effects, such
as whether existing businesses will survive or not, or development pressure,
such as where the new highway will
cause increased development pressure.
In Borden-Carleton, access to the
community beach and connections for
pedestrians to move between the
"Borden'' and "Carleton" sides of the
community are not optimal. In addition, while tourists are able to stop in
Borden-Carleton when leaving the
Island, the road design certainly does
not encourage this. The result is that
development pressure will be felt in
the areas beyond the approach roads
- areas where the zoning plan sought
to limit development.
The lesson to be learned is that
physical community design should
precede, not follow, individual component designs. One of the reasons
the reverse order is so common is that
the public, and many planners, now
view landscape planning and physical
design as something done later to "fix
up the mess" rather than directly integrated into the community's new
infrastructure. In addition, there is
often confusion with the word "plan."
To a planner, a plan is a map that
shows where things should go while to
a landscape architect, a plan is a conceptual community design that shows
how it actually fits together and
works. In reality, both are necessary,
integrated, and sequential steps.
The Landscape Management Plan
was adopted by the BADC and is now
being implemented. The plan was
packaged to facilitate follow-up by
local firms with the first projects being
designed by a local landscape architect. With the plan now coming into
effect, the residents of BordenCarleton are hoping that their town's
transition from ferry port to bridge
head will be as smooth as the new
drive to the Island.
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Notes
1
EDM was assisted by Rob LeBlanc, MLA.
A native of Borden and a former EDM
employee, Rob was teaching in Australia at the
time. His project work, including some of the
graphic image generation, was delivered via the
Internet.

Jeffrey A. Pinhey, M.A.Sc., P.Eng. is an
environmental engineer and partner in
the planning and design firm ofEDM
Environmental Design and Management Limited in Halifax. He works
regularly with planners and landscape
architects to develop workable design
solutions that address their concerns
while meeting or exceeding engineering
and regulatory standards.
Peter Klynstra, ASLA, FCSLA is the
senior landscape architect at EDM.
Peter is a Fellow ofthe Canadian
Society ofLandscape Architects and a
former member ofthe National Capitol
Commission Design Review Committee.
EDM recently received an international
award fi·om the Wate1front Center in
Washington, D. C., for design on the
Bear River waterfront.
For more information about this project,
please contact j ejfrey A. Pinhey or
Peter Klynstra at (902) 425-7900,
jejf@edm.ca orpeter@edm.ca

Summary
When the Confederation Bridge, connecting Borden-Carleton, Prince Edward
Island with Cape Tormentine, New
Brunswick, opens in June of this year,
everyone agrees there will be a significant
impact on the local community. In
response, the local development corporation initiated a Landscape Management
Plan that addresses: the impressions of
arriving and departing tourists; local economic development and recreation oppornmities, and measures to mitigate some of
the intrusive components of the bridgeapproach highway and tollbooth plaza.
The management plan has been adopted
and is in the early stages of implementation.
I

I

R esume
I:inauguration, en juin 1997, du pont de
la Confederation qui reliera BordenCarleton a !'Ile-du-Prince-Edouard (I.-duP.-E.) et cap-Tourmentin au NouveauBrunswick aura, selon la plupart des gens,
une incidence majeure sur ces localites. A
cet egard, la societe locale de developpement a elabore un plan d'amenagement du
paysage qui tiendra compte de ['experience
des touristes, des questions de croissance
economique de ces localites, des activites
de loisirs et des mesures qui viseront a
attenuer les repercussions nefastes de !'infrastructure technique du pont, dont les
routes d'acces et les aires de peage. On a
deja adopte ce plan et on entreprend
actuellement Jes premieres etapes de mise
en reuvre.
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by Andrejs Skaburskis and Dean Geros
School of Urban and Regional Planning, Queen's University

Suburban development blossomed
across North American green fields
through the two post-war decades, as
described by Clark (1966), Bourne
(1993a, 19936), and Linteau (1990).
Highway programs made the periphery accessible (Goldberg and Mercer,
1986) and " ... wherever the freeway
went, the developers followed" (Hall
1988, p. 282). The growth was fueled
by a rebound in family formation
eased by rising income levels and
encouraged by Central Mortgages and
Housing Corporation's new financial
instruments. The stereotypical suburb
was characterized by undifferentiated
streetscapes promoting consumerism
and anomie. Humphrey Carver's third
lament about suburbia is "the lament
about what isn't there" (Carver, 1962).
The suburbs foster:
... a shadowy intuition that something is missing. This lament is often
cast in the abstract and emotional language offrustration. "There's no There
Plan Canada

there" .... nothing to identify with.
Middle distances and middle incomes
and middling results. No destination
and nothing unexpected around the corner. Nothing ve1y big and nothing very
beautifitl ... But in the suburbs there are
no extremes.... no proportions, no contrasts,
and no harmonies (Carver 1962, p. 18).
In this context, a model of an
attractive and reasonably balanced
community evolved in Canada. In
1947, successful Toronto entrepreneur
E.P. Taylor amassed a large tract to
develop the first fully-planned corporate suburb. The suburb of Don Mills
would become the template for
Canadian urban development (Sewell
1977a,b, 1993; Connery 1994). The
Don Mills plan adopted four principles from Clarence Perry (1929).
• The neighbourhood is focused on
an elementary school and/or a
shopping centre as a "hub." This
is referred to as the neighbourhood principle.

• Green space is a major design element. Walkway systems and parks
are often provided.
• The standard of house design is
high. This usually translates into
detached houses sitting on large
lots with separate driveways and
deep setbacks.
• Vehicular and pedestrian traffic
are separated.

The four planning principles that were
illustrated in Don Mills helped guide
the evolution of Burnaby during the
post-war period. This suburban
municipality had been established in
1882 as a home for local loggers and
then farmers when the trees were
gone. Burnaby became a bedroom
community for the City of Vancouver
in the 1920s, and by 1951 had a population of 60 000. The population
doubled by 1971 and expanded to
160 000 people by the 1991 Census.
Now, Burnaby's growth is contained
by water and three surrounding
Jvlarch I mars 1997
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Housing Corporation-sponsored study
by Vischer Skaburskis Planners (VSP)
that led to publication in Plan Canada
(Vischer 1987). The VSP study
assessed the design principles by
selecting four neighbourhoods within
the City of Burnaby that had been
built in the 1950s to house middleincome families in single-family houses (Figures 2 and 3). A survey was
administered in 1982 and 226
responses were administered by a
drop-off and pick-up procedure. The
study concluded that "of the four
[planning principles], only one has
really stood the test of time. This is
the presence of green space to users"
(Vischer 1987, p. 139).
The current study, based on Dean
Gems' (1996) M.PL. thesis, revisits
the four neighbourhoods (Figure 1b)
with a similar survey to see if the principles that helped guide the overall
development of Burnaby are still relevant. 1 While the four neighbourhoods
do not exactly express the four design
principles in their form, the relevance
of the principles can be assessed by
seeking the opinions and attitudes of
the residents. As in 1982, a systematic
random sample of houses was used
and the survey was administered by
interviewers who dropped the surveys
off with an explanation and picked
them up the next day. The 43%
response rate yielded 160 completed
instruments. 2 The survey asked five
sets of questions:
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Figure la. Burnaby, British Columbia.

municipalities (Figure 1a).
Burnaby currently enjoys the
mixed blessing of being at the geographical centre of Canada's most
rapidly growing metropolitan area, a
region that will double its population
over the next 25 years. Continuation
of historic trends would bring a 20%
increase in the Burnaby population,
and its planning department hopes to
accommodate the increase within
nodes of high-density projects around
transit stations. The City's current
official plan will "protect the predominantly suburban character of the
Municipality's single- and two-family
residential neighbourhoods" (City of
Burnaby 1987, p. 28). The Greater
Vancouver Regional District's planning department is calling for the
doubling of Burnaby's population over
the next 25 years through the building
of "ground-oriented units." This
would, in effect, double the density
across Burnaby and challenge planners
still wedded to the design principles
that expressed the values of the suburban residents who first moved to
Burnaby and helped this city's planners meet the needs of its residents.
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Are these planning principles useful today, given current family formation rates, women's employment
opportunities, aging households,
increasing housing prices, and dispersion of industry, commerce and recreation facilities? What are the residents
of aging suburbs looking for in their
neighbourhoods? Are the old suburbs
obsolete? These questions were asked
in a 1982 Canada Mortgage and

Planning
Study Areas
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• Who lives in older, more established suburban communities?
• What drew the residents to their
suburban neighbourhoods?
• Where did residents come from?
How long will they remain?
Where will they go?
• Where do the residents work,
shop and have fun? How do they
get there?
• What changes do residents perceive and how do they like them?

Figure lb. The four study areas.
A1arch I mars 1997

Who lives in Burnaby?
In Burnaby the average household
size has fallen from 3.5 persons per
household in the 1961 Census to 2.5
in the 1991 Census, representing a
29% decrease. Average household size
in the surveyed neighbourhoods was
3.0 people, reflecting the fact that the
sample was composed exclusively of
single-family dwellings which tend to
house more people than alternative
housing forms. The nuclear family 3
has been declining in relative number
in Burnaby in recent years. According
to the 1981 Census, 41 % of all households in Burnaby were formed by a
family consisting of a husband and

and only 16% have an adult offering
primarily homemaking services. In
these survey areas, both adults in couples without children worked full- or
part-time outside the home. People
working outside the home are increasingly mobile, creating the expectation
that the importance of the neighbourhood principle will decline. Mobile residents who travel out of their neighbourhoods each day are less likely to rely on
a neighbourhood "hub of services."
Table 1 shows that in 1982, 28%
of household maintainers were
between 36 and 50 years old, and
37% were between 51 and 64.
Comparative data shows that while

study areas has become increasingly
varied over the past 35 years, as it has
across the Vancouver Lower
Mainland. In 1961, people of Asian
ethnicity represented only 1% of
Burnaby's population; this proportion
increased to 3% in 1971, 7% in 1981
and 12% in 1991. Although this
change is much smaller than in other
Vancouver area municipalities, the
influence of Asians is identifiable in
the study areas.
The four study areas are no longer
as homogeneous in their household
composition as they were in 1982.
They serve a broad spectrum of household types (nuclear and non-nuclear),

wife with at least one child under the
age of 18 living at home. The 1991
Census showed that nuclear families
formed only 28% of all Burnaby
households. The study areas exhibit a
similar breakdown, with only 34% of
the respondent households constituting a nuclear family. However, of the
almost 2000 households which moved
into the study areas since 1990, 50%
are nuclear families. 4 With an average
household size of 3.5 persons, these
new arrivals would imply that while
the nuclear family is declining in
numbers, it is still an important entity
within the study areas.
The difference between today's
nuclear families and those of the past
is the frequency of households with
two working parents. In 1982, 37% of
the households surveyed by VSP had
one wage earner, compared to 18% in
1996. Of the families arriving in the
study neighbourhoods since 1990,
71 % have two adults that work either
full or part-time outside of the house,

the proportion between 36 and 65
years of age remained constant, the 36
to 50 age group increased to 39% of
all households (significant at 0.10
probability) and the 51 to 65 group
decreased to 20%. The latter differ-

are roughly divided into thirds with
respect to age (younger, middle-aged
and elderly) and are increasing in ethnic diversity. The average household
size has been decreasing for all of the
household types and ages. The trend
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Figures 2 and 3. Typical existing neighbourhood development.

ence is statistically different from zero
at the 0.05 probability level. The
households in the study areas are relatively younger today than in 1982.
Many suburbs were initially built with
young, child-rearing families in mind
and these households are still moving
to the suburbs.
Ethnicity within Burnaby and the

in Burnaby is away from the stereotypical "homogeneous" suburb in
terms of age and size of household.
The study findings also contradict the
notion that these aging suburbs are
populated mostly by over-housed
empty nesters.
The demographic changes in
Burnaby since 1982 have some bearMarch I mars 1997
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ing on the applicability of the four
planning principles being assessed in
this article. The declining proportion
of nuclear families and the increasing
proportion of households with two
workers suggest a decrease in the
importance of the neighbourhood
principle. However, the increasing
proportion of elderly, less mobile
households needing a local hub for
shopping and socializing suggests the
opposite. Although it is not possible
to determine which of these contradictory factors has more influence on the
overall relevance of the neighbourhood principle, this principle is still
expected to be important to some peo-

Responses grouped into the "quality of
neighbourhood" category included
references to the "suburban feel" of
the areas, the high standard of home
maintenance, the uniformity of single
family dwellings, and i:he lack of
crime. A few older respondents mentioned that their neighbourhoods were
new at the time they first moved in,
and were planned subdivisions offering
a high degree of access to all necessities.
Despite the demographic changes,
the respondents' locational preferences
were largely the same as in 1982.
Residents still want affordable houses
on large lots in homogeneous neighbourhoods with easy access to ameni-

adults of working age rated proximity
to work as important, showing their
willingness to trade off commute time
against location.
The proportion of retired people
in the 1996 sample was small compared to 1982, showing the current
neighbourhood to have a more balanced age distribution. Although the
desire to be close to schools is traditionally a major reason for households
to move to the suburbs, the survey
finds that it is less important today
than in 1982. Statistical analysis indicates an overall congruence in the way
the two populations ranked the importance of neighbourhood attributes. 5

pie. As the population diversifies, a
more complex set of planning principles is needed.

ties. They want the beauty of suburban green spaces and the openness of
low-density environments. This view
is reinforced by the fact that, even
though 45% of the survey respondents
have moved in since 1985, there was
no discernible difference between their
responses and those of older, more
established residents.
Table 2 presents the answers from
residents who were asked to rank the
importance of various neighbourhood
attributes when considering a new
place to live. The most important reasons are very similar to those given by
residents for their original selection of
their current neighbourhoods, reinforcing the notion that the residents
want to live in typical suburban surroundings. Quiet streets, well-maintained appearance, access to shopping
and the presence of trees all received
high rankings, regardless of respondent's age. Proximity to work ranked
much lower in 1996 than it did in
1982: only 65% of households with

The last two columns in Table 2
illustrate the residents' satisfaction
with their current neighbourhood and
show the difference between those
who think an attribute is important
and those who are satisfied with it.
The attributes that respondents considered important, but with which
they were not satisfied, are key in
determining what people want as
compared to what they see themselves
getting. The greatest discrepancies are
in crime rate, quiet streets and neighbourhood maintenance. People consider these qualities to be important
factors in determining their satisfaction and dissatisfaction arises when
their expectations are not met.
Most respondents emphasize the
importance of high design standards
and the presence of green space. Most
moved to Burnaby because of neighbourhoods that are well maintained
and have ample green space and parks.
It will be difficult to increase densities
in areas housing people who were

What drew the residents to their
suburban neighbourhoods?
The survey respondents were
asked about their reasons for selecting
their current dwelling over other
options. Out of the 155 respondents,
85 talked about location, 47 about
price, 45 about house or lot size, 35
mentioned neighbourhood quality,
and 22 indicated that views or "scenicness" were important. The valued
"location" attributes included proximity to downtown, schools and shopping. Only eight people gave proximity to work as a reason for their choice
of the Burnaby location; however,
many might have been thinking about
commuter trips when they described
their choice of location as "centrally
located", "convenient" and "close to
amenities." Only 23 people said that
proximity to schools was important.
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drawn by traditional low-density suburban attributes. As this survey shows,
resistance to any change in the physical appearance of the neighbourhoods
is substantial - a fact that increases
the dissonance between resident and
local government goals.

Where did residents come from?
How long will they remain?
Where will they go?
In the 1982 survey, 44% of
respondents had moved to Burnaby
from the City of Vancouver. But in
1996, only 32% came from
Vancouver and 41 % from within
Burnaby. 6 The most recent arrivals to
the study areas tended to have come
from other parts of Burnaby. Only
20% of the people who arrived since
1985 came from the City of
Vancouver, while 47% came from
elsewhere in Burnaby. 7 Ten percent of
the respondents moved to Burnaby
from other parts of Canada, representing a relatively high rate of migration
from other provinces. The remaining
households came from other parts of
the Lower Mainland and a few came
from overseas. The City ofVancouver is
no longer the primary source of its suburban residents. The smaller proportion
of people moving to Burnaby from the
City of Vancouver implies that the traditional pattern of young couples moving to the suburbs from their inner-city
homes is less prevalent today.
Almost half of the residents expect
to stay in their present houses for five
years or more and 36% plan to spend
the rest of their lives in their current
homes, indicating that the neighbourhoods are stable and that their residents expect to age in place. These
results are similar to those of the 1982
survey in which only 25% of the residents said they would move within the
next ten years and 36% planned to
spend the rest of their lives in their
present home. When asked where
Plan Canada

their next home might be, 72% would
consider another house in their current neighbourhood or one elsewhere
in Burnaby. Less than a third would
move to the City of Vancouver or the
North Shore.
Not only are the households in
the two surveys of different ages and
cultural backgrounds but they also
come from a host of different areas.
Nevertheless, they are united in the
desire to remain in their current
neighbourhoods for a long time. This
adds to the importance of the neighbourhood principle because older, less
mobile citizens are more likely to
demand a local hub in which to
socialize and purchase services. The
City of Burnaby will have to satisfy
the needs of a broad spectrum of
households and its planning principles
should include the development of
services and neighbourhoods suitable
for both young and old.

Where do the residents work,
shop and have fun? How do they
get there?
The current residents still depend
on the automobile but fewer travel to

opportunities. However, the 1991
Census showed that only 30% of the
labour force that lives in Burnaby
works in the city, meaning that there
is still a large amount of inter-municipal commuting within the Lower
Mainland.
Respondents are also growing less
dependent on the City of Vancouver
for other services. In the 1982 survey,
half of the respondents tended to go
to Vancouver restaurants and theatres.
By 1996 these proportions decreased
to 16% and 5%, respectively, with
more than 80% going mostly to
Burnaby restaurants and theatres.
This suburban city has become more
self-sufficient in its services.
Burnaby residents are still dependent on automobiles as their primary
mode of transportation: 84% of
respondents travel to work by car, an
increase from 72% in 1982. Only
10% use public transit of any nature,
although 15% of the residents living
near rapid transit commute on the
trains. Between 75% and 93% of residents use their cars for grocery shopping, convenience shopping and for
going to theatres and restaurants. The

Figures 4 and 5. Recent development described by neighbours as "monster houses".

Vancouver for work or recreation than
in 1982. Today, 38% of primary wage
earners work in Burnaby and 33%
work in the City of Vancouver. In
1982, 47% worked in Vancouver and
much of the change is due to the
decentralization of job opportunities.
In 1991, the City of Burnaby had 4%
more job opportunities than housing

only other mode of transportation
that is often used is self-propelled;
18% of residents walk when they go
to convenience stores. These ratios are
virtually unchanged since the 1982
survey.
The jobs-housing balance in
Burnaby indicates that there are more
employment opportunities within the
March I mars 1997
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Table 1.
Age of study area household heads for 1982 and 1996.
1982 Survey

1996 Survey

Under 36 years old
Between 36 and 50 years old
Between 51 and 64 years old
Over 65 years old

na
28%
37%
na

12%
39%
22%
27%

Total 36-65 years old

65%
226

59%
155

Total Households

na - not available

Table 2.
Residents' satisfaction with neighbourhood attributes,
compared to importance of attributes.

Attribute

% Ranking
Attribute
Important
or Very
Important

100
Low Crime Rate
Quiet Streets
99
99
Well Maintained Appearance
83
Close to Shopping
83
Trees on Street
81
Access to Parks
Close to Medical Services
79
Single Family Homes Only
75
70
Close to Transit
69
Access to Recreational Facilities
62
Access to Downtown Vancouver
Presence of Families with Children 57
Close to Schools
57
54
Close to Friends and Relatives
54
Close to Work
42
Presence of Retired Households

Rankin
1996

Rankin
1982

1
2
2
4
4
6
7
8
9
10
11
12
12
14
14
16

1
2
1
3
6
5
4
7
7
9
13
11
10

8
12

% Satisfied Difference
or Very
Between
Satisfied Importance
With
&
Attribute Satisfaction

60
81
87
94
81
85
79
78
69
67
76
62
73
58
58
62

40
18
12
(11)
2
(4)
0
(3)
1
2
(14)
(5)
(16)
(4)
(4)
(20)

Table 3.
Level of support for alternative dwelling types in Burnaby.

Housing Type

Secondary Suites
Duplex
Townhouses
Small Duplexes
Low-rise Apartments
High-rise Apartments
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Support or
Strongly Support

27%
25%
18%
7%
9%
3%

Neither Support
nor Oppose

Oppose or
Strongly Oppose

27%
29%
20%
12%
18%
8%

46%
46%
62%
81%
73%
89%

city than there are employees. The city
could be self-sufficient in terms of
providing employment for its citizens,
but both census and survey data
demonstrate that only 30% to 40% of
Burnaby residents work within its
boundaries. The majority of residents
work in other parts of the Lower
Mainland and, as there is a reduced
dependence on the City of Vancouver,
inter-suburban commuting is by car.
Burnaby appears to be moving towards self-sufficiency with respect to
services and cultural amenities. As the
city has matured it has become a more
complete community, evolving from a
bedroom community into one that
offers a wide range of recreational and
employment opportunities.

What changes do the residents
perceive and how do they like
them?
The survey respondents worried
about the level of change they saw in
their neighbourhoods. Thirty-seven
percent saw a "great deal of change"
and 41 % saw "some change" - only
3% perceived "no change" to their
neighbourhoods. Half of the people
who perceived a great deal of change
also believed that the change had
made their neighbourhood a "worse"
place to live. Only 19% of all respondents believed that the changes they
noticed around them had improved
their neighbourhood.
The worst change by far was created by the "monster houses" that are
being built in the neighbourhoods 43 out of 144 respondents complained about them (see Figures 4 and
5). The second most frequent problem
was created by congestion. This mirrors the 1982 study which concluded
that people are unhappy with increasing densities and the general level of
"business" entering their neighbourhoods. These findings lend further
support to the notion that suburban
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residents are resistant and resentful of
changes in the status quo, and that
they like and want to maintain the
suburban character of their neighbourhoods. 8
When the respondents were asked
about the neighbourhood attributes
they would never want to see changed,
most wanted to protect the "suburban" quality of their neighbourhoods.
The greatest number of comments
favoured not changing the character of
the neighbourhood in any way at all.
Residents wanted to retain the singlefamily character; the housing styles,
size and maintenance level; the current
density levels and the zoning restric-

neighbourhoods and a "marriage"
between city and country - the same
suburban attributes that critics have so
often labelled as boring, stultifying and
the cause of anomie and much worse
social and psychological disorders.
To further assess the residents'
resistance to change, the study looked
at their attitudes towards higher
density housing. Only single-family
detached homes would be tolerated!
Table 3 demonstrates that over half of
the respondents were either opposed
to or strongly opposed to the further
development of townhouses, duplexes
on small lots, and low-rise and highrise apartment buildings. The

identified as a major concern in the
1982 VSP survey, although there was
an indication that it was beginning to
take shape. Since then, there has been
tremendous growth in Greater
Vancouver and changes have been
forced upon many parts of it, including the neighbourhoods in this study.
Friction will doubtlessly arise as residents' interests in protecting the
nature of their neighbourhoods clash
with the growth management objectives and requirements of regional
planners. With the level of growth in
Greater Vancouver predicted to be
substantial over the next 25 years, friction will only increase in low-density

tions. The second most frequent
response had to do with the preservation of green space, with 31 people
not wanting to lose the green space
within their neighbourhoods. Twentysix would never want the quiet,
"serene feel" of their neighbourhoods
to change, and 19 wanted to preserve
the quality and friendliness of their
neighbours.
Resistance to change was acknowledged by VSP in 1982 as beginning to
take shape, and it is even more pronounced now that the pressure for
change has increased almost exponentially. Several of the neighbourhoods
successfully petitioned Burnaby City
Council for new zoning by-laws to
restrict house size and height. The residents are fighting, with the support of
the City, to preserve the "suburban
feel" of their neighbourhoods by
restricting building size and type, and
by promoting the building of modest
houses on large lots. The quest is for
homogeneous housing types, quiet

strongest levels of support for any
alternative housing types were for the
addition of secondary suites within
single-family houses and for the building of regular duplexes; but even these
options were acceptable to only one
quarter of the residents and were
opposed by the rest. The great majority will oppose even minimal increases
in density.
This allegiance to the status quo
lends weight to the subtext underlying
the "high standard of design" and
availability of green space principles.
The residents want to preserve the traditional suburban nature of their
neighbourhoods that is advanced by
the application of these two planning
principles. Residents are extremely
resistant to higher density development which threatens the homogeneity of housing design or the amount of
open and green space within their
neighbourhoods. They want houses
similar to their own in a green setting.
Resistance to change was not

suburban developments which,
although otherwise suited to higher
density development, are resistant to
change. If local planning authorities
want to create higher density neighbourhoods, they will encounter serious opposition from citizens who see
themselves as long-term residents and
who may organize to preserve the traditional character of their subdivisions. This is not news, but a reminder
to us of the current gulf between the
goals underlying the call for more
compact development and the goals
which motivate peoples' housing
quests.
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Conclusions
Traditional post-war subdivisions
that once housed almost exclusively
young, white, nuclear families have
changed. The current suburbs house a
diverse population composed of
young, middle-aged and older households encompassing traditional
nuclear families, modern couples with
M11rch I m11rs 1997
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no kids, and retired empty-nesters.
Ethnic changes are also making
Vancouver's suburbs more culturally
diverse. While the household mix is
becoming more varied, the reasons
respondents give for moving to their
neighbourhoods has remained largely
unchanged since the 1982 survey.
Regardless of age, cultural background
or length of tenure, residents want
quiet streets, open spaces, homogeneous housing and a sedate pace indicating that the old principles of
high standards of housing design and
access to green space are still relevant.
Most residents want to remain in their
current houses and neighbourhoods
for most of their lives, illustrating the
need to plan suburbs for a broad range
of household types.
The central tenet of the survey
results is that, regardless of demographic changes, residents in.the study
value their neighbourhood's suburban
nature and are extremely unhappy
with anything that threatens it.
Residents want the status quo in a city
that is under great pressure for change.
The objectives of the city's planners
and of its established suburban residents are at odds. With growth management objectives being set on a
regional level, dissonance within the
communities of Burnaby will
inevitably increase. Managing the
changes which must take place within
Burnaby's boundaries and mitigating
the accompanying dissonance promise
to be the great planning challenges in
Burnaby over the next 25 years.
Simple downzoning or zoning for
single-detached houses is not going to
satisfy the current residents, nor will a
growth moratoria. Continued lowdensity spread will also be frowned
upon as green space is lost and congestion increased. The prosperity of the
region and its geopolitical significance
will find expression in the objectionable "monster houses." Land values are
44
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rising with population growth, and
capital improvements placed on land
will rise by at least the same proportion (Capozza and Li 1994, p. 896).
From a social welfare point of view, it
can be argued that the improvement
to land value ratio should increase
with rising land value, and that densities should therefore increase. With
growth, land accessible to the region's
centres of interest becomes a relatively
scarcer resource, meaning that less
should be used to produce a given
amount of real estate. Small bungalows on large lots are not sustainable
in Burnaby while the region prospers.
Burnaby's plan to maintain low
densities in its neighbourhoods while
encouraging high-rise development in
the vicinity of transit stations make
sense. Gradual infill of the old suburbs
with medium-density, ground-oriented housing (as suggested by regional
planning objectives) may preempt
higher density development and
spread the growth pressures and conflict throughout the region. And conflict there will be, whether it is over
high-rise apartments, rowhouse projects or just big houses.
While this study shows that the
old suburban attributes are still greatly
valued, the changing economic environment may force people to find
these attributes much further from the
region's centres of activity. Increasing
land prices may moderate the form of
new suburban development in ways
that reduce their attractiveness - it is
hard to see the joy in expansive tracts
of garage-door streetscapes. In
Burnaby, the planning emphasis may
turn to conflict management and the
application of group processes.
.Planners may aim to preserve existing
neighbourhoods until they are
immediately in the path of the
expanding nodes of truly high-density
development. Will people object
to the encroachment of high-rise

apartments? Certainly. But then they
will be selling their small house on a
large lot in the centre of Canada's
fastest growing and most prosperous
region and complaining vociferously
all the way to the bank.
8
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Notes
1
The original survey instrument could not
be found and a new one had to be developed.
The new instrument was made compatible
with the published 1982 information.
'The systematic random sample was drawn
by starting at one corner of the neighbourhood
and drawing a random number between one
and four. This house would be selected and
every fourth house along the street would be
visited.
1
The nuclear family is defined as a household formed by a husband, wife and at least
one child.
4
Since only 160 observations are available,
the 0.05 confidence interval is± 7.5% for the
50% statistic.
5 The Spearman's rank correlation coefficient between the 1996 and 1982 rankings is
0.877.
6
The t-statistic associated with the difference in proportions coming from Vancouver is
2.03, suggesting that the difference is statistically significant at the 0.05 probability level.
7
A study of the intra-municipal moves and
their reasons could point to the need for a
diversified housing stock within the aging suburbs.
8
The distaste for change is not limited to
the physical environment: 11 comments were
made about the adverse effects of Asian immigrants, including three which expressed the
dislike for the tendency of Asian families to
live in large houses harbouring extended families. Three comments were made about the
lack of new immigrants' ability to speak
English and three respondents simply stated,
"too many Asians." There is a perception within these neighbourhoods that absentee landlords are wealthy immigrants who hold land
for speculative or redevelopment purposes,
renting the houses to generate revenue in the
meantime. Many believe that the new "monster houses" are occupied by wealthy Asians
who have no sense of neighbourliness.
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Summary

Resume

This study revisits four neighbourhoods in
the City of Burnaby to assess the current
validity of the four design principles that
helped planners in the 1950s develop the
suburbs. It shows how the residents have
changed since a 1982 evaluation of the
same neighbourhoods but how basic values
and reasons households give for selecting
their suburban housing are still the same.
The study illustrates the residents' valuation of the much criticized suburban attributes and points again to the enormous
problems city planners will face as they
look for ways to change the Vancouver
region's spatial structure to accommodate
and manage current growth pressures.

Cette etude porte sur quatre quartiers de la
ville de Burnaby et evalue la validite des
quatre principes de conception qui ont
guide le travail des urbanistes des annees 50
charges d' elaborer !es plans d' amenagement
de ses banlieues. Elle demontre jusqu'a quel
point Jes residants Ont change depuis !'evaluation de 1982 de ces m~mes quartiers et
comment Jes valeurs et Jes raisons fondamentales qui motivent !es families a choisir
une habitation de banlieue plutot qu'une
autre ont, par ailleurs, peu change. :retude
decrit l' evaluation que font Jes residants des
caracteristiques suburbaines tant critiquees
et fait etat des difficultes enormes qu'auront les urbanistes a modifier la structure
spatiale de la region de Vancouver de fa~on
a composer avec !es pressions qu'entraine la
croi;sance actuelle et a !es gerer.

For more information on
publishing a refereed article in
Plan Canada, please contact:
Pamela Robinson,
Editor-in-Chief at
(613) 547-2118,
fax (613) 547-1665,
pjr.hlrplan@sympatico.ca

Pour plus de renseignements sur
la publication d' articles
examines dans Plan Canada,
adressez-vous a:
Pamela Robinson,
la redactrice en chef
par telephone au (613) 547-2118,
par telecopieur au (613) 547-1665
pjr.hlrplan@sympatico.ca
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ICURR
A new report by Ray Tomalty, done for the
Intergovernmental Committee on Urban and
Regional Research (ICURR)

The Compact
Metropolis: Growth
Ma11agement and
Intensification in
Vancouver, Toronto
and Montreal
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In recent years, public planning bodies at all
levels and urban research organizations have
promoted the concept of the "compact city,"
along with its perceived social, economic, and
environmental benefits. This has largely been
done through the promotion of growth management and housing intensification initiatives.
At the national level, the Canada Mortgage and
Housing Corporation (D'Amour 1991, 1993),
the Canadian Urban Institute (1991) and the
Canadian Institute of Planners (Solway 1990)
have fostered the compact city through their
publications. At the provincial level, departments responsible for municipal affairs and
housing have adopted legislation, policy statements and planning guidelines aimed at
encouraging more compact urban form, among
them British Columbia (1995), Ontario (1992)
and Quebec (1994). Canada's metropolitan
regions, and special task forces struck to examine metropolitan-level planning issues, have
also given voice to the need for more compact
urban regions - these include the Greater
Vancouver Regional District (1993), the Office
of the Greater Toronto Area (1992), the
Greater Toronto Area Task Force (1996) and
the Task Force on Greater Montreal (199 3). At
the local level, a 1993 survey of Canadian planners (Isin and Tomalty 1993) revealed that twothirds of the respondents supported intensification as a policy goal; fewer than 14% opposed
it. It's not surprising then that many Canadian
municipalities have carried out studies to identify opportunities for more compact urban
development (Kitchener 1991, Halifax 1992,
Regina 1993, St. John's 1991, Thunder Bay
199 I) or embraced the concept in an official
document (Saskatoon 1996).
But what of the dynamics between the various levels of government that have adopted
policies to promote more compact urban form?
To answer this question, the Intergovernmental
Plan Canada

Committee on Urban and Regional Research,
in cooperation with the Canada Mortgage and
Housing Corporation, commissioned a study
to examine growth management and intensification policy issues in the Vancouver, Toronto
and Montreal regions. More specifically,
researcher Ray Tomalty was asked to identify,
for each of the study areas:
• the full range of government agencies that
have adopted growth management and
intensification policies;
• the degree to which the policies are linked
or are consistent;
• emerging policy initiatives;
• challenges to growth management and
intensification; and
• whether individual policies, and policies
taken as a whole, are likely to promote the
compact city concept.

The author also provides definitions of the
compact city, and discusses its social, economic
and environmental benefits, and the challenges
to these benefits.

Issues influencing the compact city
Tomalty's findings show that, while environmental, transportation, fiscal, economic,
and social issues play a role in influencing
growth management and housing intensification policy in all study areas, they are not of
equal import. In the Vancouver region, for
example, environmental issues, urbanization of
farmland, and housing supply and affordability
were accorded high priority. In contrast, fiscal
and economic issues were paramount in the
Montreal region (i.e., the need to develop infrastructure to increase the efficiency of urban systems and to promote the coherence of the
region as an economic unit). Toronto moved
between the two issues, from housing supply
and affordability in the 1980s to sharing fiscal
burden and concerns related to core area
decline in the 1990s.
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Provincial policies

city intensification efforts in the three study
Similarly, while all provincial governments
areas: the preservation of existing neighbouremploy more or less the same range of instruhoods, new growth directed to retail and highments to encourage compact urban forms, the
transit capacity nodes, and the creation of new
emphasis placed on the various policy instruneighbourhoods in obsolete industrial and railments is not equal in each of the study areas. In way areas and along waterfronts. All study areas
the Vancouver region, the province has retained have been active in the provision of social houscontrol of certain areas key to metropolitan
ing through municipal housing corporations
growth management, including regional transit and on city-owned land. Adaptive re-use is in
and highway planning. However, in terms of
place and small-scale infill housing is permithousing supply, the province has not taken a
ted. Once again, there are some differences.
lead role in promoting intensification. GenThe City of Vancouver has moved ahead of
erally, the province has made little attempt to
Toronto and Montreal by adopting a "neighinfluence municipal policy on growth manage- bourhood centres" policy - one which will
ment or denser forms of housing. The Toronto allow residents to work, shop, and use other
region is influenced directly by provincial poli- services closer to home. The use of secondary
cy (particularly in the area of transportation
suites also varies; permitted in Toronto and parand sewerage investment), with municipal
tially permitted in Vancouver, they are not
planning policies being controlled through the
allowed in Montreal.
official plan review process. In the Montreal
Central city intensification meets with a
area, provincial policy instruments have been
range of obstacles including complicated zonless forceful: the province makes key decisions
ing procedures, local opposition, high land
on transportation and transit planning, conprices, and problematic land assembly. Again,
trols agricultural land protection, and generally each study area presents its particular obstacles
intervenes little in municipal planning.
- the high incidence of contaminated soil on
industrial sites in Toronto, heritage consideraMetropolitan planning
tions when promoting infill development in
At the metropolitan level, growth manage- Montreal, and view preservation in Vancouver.
ment has been achieved through two approachSuburban areas in the three regions are also
es: urban structure planning (supported by
adopting intensification policies in response to
transportation planning) and growth allocaan ageing population, market trends toward
tion. However, none of the study regions has
smaller housing units, and the need to control
managed to forge links between regional urban the urbanization of some parts of the suburban
structure planning and transportation planlandscape. Obstacles to implementing intensifining. All three metropolitan areas are working
cation in suburban areas include antipathy
on regional transportation plans based on a
towards higher density development, the desire
provincial-municipal consultative framework
to limit affordable housing, the ready availabiliand this holds great promise for linking the two ty of sites for development, and a reluctance to
planning processes.
adopt more compact standards in an environment where the private automobile continues
Municipal planning
to be the preferred method of reaching suburIn the area of municipal planning, housing ban destinations.
8
intensification initiatives appear to be the result
of local economic, demographic, and fiscal
conditions rather than provincial policy pressures. Several principles are common to core
Plan Canada
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Resume
La metropole compacte : Gestion de la croissance
et densification aVancouver, Toronto et Montreal
Ces dernieres annees, !es organismes publics d' amenagement a tous !es niveaux de meme que Jes organismes de recherches urbaines ont preconise !'adoption
du concept de Ia «ville compacte» et de ses avantages
perc;:us sur !es plans social, economique et environnemental. Pour ce faire, ils ont surtout favorise !es initiatives de gestion de la croissance et de densification
residentielle, Mais qu'en est-ii de la dynamique entre
!es divers paliers de gouvernement qui ont adopte des
politiques pour promouvoir une urbanisation plus
compacte? Pour repondre a cette question, le Comite
intergouvernemental de recherches urbaines et
regionales a commande une etude sur la gestion de la
croissance et la densification clans !es regions de
Vancouver, Toronto et Montreal.
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wide range
When most of us start our planning careers we
are prepared to adapt to our new community,
taking on miscellaneous duties that may come
our way. Virtually all of my planning experience has been in small communities in
Northern British Columbia, Northern Alberta
and, for the last fifteen years, in Northern
Vancouver Island. I have handled many administrative duties in a wide variety of situations.
I have been responsible for service by-laws, as
well as the normal assortment of planning legislation, and have experience in developing a
wide range of policies from land use to health
care. As a planner for a small regional government in Northern Vancouver Island, I am now
responsible for all aspects of community and
regional planning. As a planner it is better to be
a generalist when working in the boondocks.
One of the more interesting occasions of
my planning career occurred in 1991, when the
Port McNeill Hospital administrator retired. As
part of his retirement duties, he was required to
find a replacement to step into his role as coroner. On the basis of our ten year acquaintance,
he was convinced that I was the logical person
for the job because: I was the oldest male
bureaucrat in Port McNeill, with the ability to
respond to emergency calls at odd hours of the
day; I had working experience in the meat
packing business and was not "squeamish"; and
I was curious about the job.
With these important qualifications in my
resume, I was interviewed by the regional coroner, and in due course appointed to the position. A British Columbia coroner is not necessarily a doctor. The key role of a coroner is to
determine the "Who? Where? When? How?
and By What Means?" of a death. Since that
time, I have investigated more than 100 "sudden and unexpected" deaths in the North
Island, and have seen the world from a significantly different perspective. Working as a coroner has completely changed my point of view
regarding several aspects of my planning work.
After attending the scene of numerous
automobile accidents, I see highway design as a
Plan Canada

completely different matter! Several of my
inquiries into highway design have resulted in
recommendations to improve exceptionally
dangerous situations. I have even had the
opportunity to assist in implementing these
initiatives - with the help of colleagues at the
Ministry of Transportation and Highways of
course. Good highway design, particularly the
design of intersections and curves and the consideration of sight-lines, can mean the difference between life and death.
Fire safety considerations in residential
buildings really do matter. Adequate building
exits, working fire alarms and sprinkler systems
are a good investment in all buildings where
people live or congregate. If you have any
doubt in this regard, help fire department personnel recover victims from a fatal fire! All
planning departments liaison with building
inspectors in the enforcement component of
their zoning bylaws. The next time you discuss
setbacks with your building inspector, mention
fire prevention standards as well.
Social planning and programs to improve
the lot and outlook of the poorest members of
the community is a good investment. Suicide
and death from substance abuse or drug overdose are a sad commentary on family breakdown, poverty, unemployment and despair. As
a planner it is important to look beyond land
use, and aesthetic and engineering related
issues, and consider policy development for
community intangibles.
As a coroner, I have seen the coast of
British Columbia from helicopters, police boats
and beaver float planes. I have been fortunate
to meet people from all over the world, usually
in somewhat frantic circumstances. I have had
the opportunity to work with some of the
finest police and coast guard personnel, emergency health individuals and other professionals. Although I did not seek my job, my work
as a coroner has been very worthwhile.
CD
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En debut de carriere, la plupart des urbanistes
semblent tout a fait disposes a s' adapter a tout
milieu et a accepter la multitude de taches qui
leur sont confiees. Pour ma part, j' ai acquis pratiquement route man experience dans de
petites localites du nord de la ColombieBritannique et de !'Alberta; et, depuis quinze
ans, dans la secteur nord de l'ile de Vancouver.
Au cours de ces annees, j' ai accompli un large
eventail de taches administratives dans une
multitude de contextes. J' ai ere responsable
aussi bien de I' elaboration de reglements
municipaux que de I' ensemble des lois regissant
l'urbanisme. J' ai aussi acquis de I' experience
dans I' elaboration d' un vaste even tail de politiques relatives a des domaines allant de !'utilisation du territoire aux soins de sante. En rant
qu'urbaniste pour le compte d'un petit gouvernement regional du nord de l'ile de
Vancouver, je suis actuellement responsable de
taus les aspects de l'amenagement communautaire et regional. Quand on travaille dans I' arriere pays, il est avantageux d'etre aussi generaliste que possible.
Lune des occasions les plus stimulantes de
ma carriere est survenue en 1991, lorsque
l'administrateur de l'hopital de Port McNeil a
decide de prendre sa retraite. Dans le cadre de
ses responsabilites de preretraite, il lui incombait de trouver quelqu'un pour assumer ses
fonctions de coroner. Se basant sur nos
rapports vieux de dix ans, il etait convaincu
que j' etais la personne route designee pour
I' emploi : j 'etais le plus ancien administrateur
de Port McNeill, j' avais demontre que je pouvais reagir aux situations d'urgence a route
heure du jour et de la nuit, j'avais de !'experience dans I' industrie de I' abattage de la viande,
j'avais le cceur solide et je demontrais un inten~t
reel pour cet emploi.
Fort de ses qualites et competences, je fus
invite a passer une entrevue avec le coroner
regional et, par la suite, affecte au paste de
coroner. A noter qu'en Colombie-Britannique,
le coroner n' est pas necessairement medecin.
Son role consiste en fair a etablir routes les cirPlan Canada

constances entourant un deces. Depuis ce
temps, j' ai eu I' occasion de faire enquete sur
plus de 100 marts soudaines et inattendues survenues dans le nord de l'lle; ce qui m' a amene a
voir bien des choses d'un point de vue tout a
fair different. En fair, le travail de coroner a
entierement change ma perception de plusieurs
aspects du travail d'urbaniste.
Quand on inspecte les lieux de nombreux
accidents automobiles, on voit la conception
des autoroutes d'un tout autre ceil! Plusieurs de
mes enquetes en ce qui concerne la conception
routiere ant donne lieu a des recommandations
d'amelioration de situations exceptionnellement dangereuses. J' ai meme eu I' occasion de
contribuer a la mise en ceuvre de certaines de
ces initiatives et ce, bien entendu avec I' aide de
collegues du ministere des Transports et des
Routes. Une bonne conception routiere,
surtout en ce qui a trait aux intersections, aux
courbes et aux lignes de visibilite, peut epargner
des vies.
Mentionnons egalement que les facteurs de
securite-incendie dans les immeubles residentiels sont de premiere importance. Les batiments adequatement corn;:us existent et il est
toujours sage d'investir dans installation de systemes d' alarme-incendie et d' extinction
automatique dans les batiments ou I' on vit et
I' on se reunit. Si vous en doutez, vous n' avez
qu'a aider le personnel du service des incendies
a rescaper des victimes d'une deflagration
mortelle! Tous !es services d'urbanisme sont en
contact avec des inspecteurs d'immeuble et
peuvent veiller personnellement a la mise en
vigueur des reglements de zonage. La prochaine
fois que vous discuterez de consignes :wee l'inspecteur de batiments, faites aussi mention des
normes de prevention des incendies.
11 est egalement sage d'investir dans la planification et les programmes sociaux visant a
ameliorer le sort des mains bien nantis. Le suicide et les deces causes par la consommation
excessive d' alcool et de drogues semblent etre
les tristes consequences de I' eclatement de la
famille, de la pauvrete, du chomage et du desMarch I mars 1991

espoir. En tant qu'urbanistes, nous nous devons
de regarder au-dela des simples questions d'utilisation du territoire, d' esthetisme et d'ingenierie et devons contribuer a I' elaboration de
politiques propices a I' essor de la collectivite
dans son ensemble.
Dans le cadre de mes fonctions de coroner,
j'ai explore la cote de la Colombie-Britannique
en helicoptere, en bateau-patrouille et en avian
a flotteurs. J'ai eu le bonheur de rencontrer des
gens du monde entier et ce, habituellement
dans des circonstances difficiles. J' ai eu I' occasion de travailler avec des policiers, des gardecotes ainsi que des professionnels des services
d'urgence et autres des plus devoues. Bien que
je n' aie pas souhaite devenir coroner, cette profession est pour moi des plus satisfaisantes. 0

Do you know someone who uses
their planning skills in a non-traditional way? Tell us about it.
Contact the Editor-in-Chief at
(613) 547-2118, fax (613) 547-1665 or
pjr.hlrplan@sympatico.ca

Connaissez-vous des personnes
qui utilisent leurs competences
en urbanisme de fa~on non conventionnelle? Presentez-nous les.
Communiquez avec la redactrice en
chef par telephone au (613) 547-2118,
par telecopieur au (613) 547-1665 ou
pjr.hlrplan@sympatico.ca
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Voici ACCES-SCHL,
pour etre branche sur l'habitation
Vous avez un ordinateur et un modem et ii vous faut des renseignements sur
!'habitation? Utilisez la base de donnees ACCES-SCHL pour acceder au
catalogue de la plus vaste bibliotheque du Canada dans ce domaine.

ACCES-SCHL est le catalogue automatise du Centre canadien de documentation sur !'habitation (CCDH) de la
Societe canadienne d'hypotheques et de logement (SCHL).

•
•

Appelez gratuitement, de n'importe quel endroit au Canada, pour acceder au plus important
catalogue de Centre qui contient 75 000 volumes.
Cherchez par sujet, par mot cle, d'apres le titre, le nom de /'auteur ou le numero ISBN.

ACCES-SCHL est disponible 24 h sur 24.
Caracterisliques du modem

A l'aide de votre modem,
composez le numero sans frais suivant :

Debit : 2400 bauds
Bits d'information : 8
Parite : aucune
Bits d'arret
Delai d'attente : 45 secondes

1-800-294-5585
et suivez les instructions a l'ecran. Puis comm uniquer avec le Centre
pour commander ce dont vous avez besoin.
Pour tous renseignements concern ant !es techniques de recherche, !es sujets des
publications et pour commander des documents, communiquez avec le Centre
canadien de documentation sur !'habitation Ottawa, tel: 1-800-668-2642,
telecopieur: 1-800-245-9274

a
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Question habitation, comptez sur nous
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bridging the gap
During discussions with practicing planners,
I've often heard comments such as: "we're
implementing this program and we think it'll
work, but we don't have the budget to perform
a follow-up," or "this policy is our best effort in
addressing the problem, but it would be nice to
have more up-to-date information." Just as
often, I have seen graduate students with noble
intentions and good study skills who can't find
challenging research topics.
From my personal experience, I believe that
these situations could be different. My master's
addressed a practical planning issue that I
encountered in practice before returning to
university. I have kept one foot in the academic
world, pursuing a Ph.D. and teaching, while
also continuing to consult. As a result, I have
both the responsibility and the luxury to read
current planning literature. The luxury results
from easy access to a university library that subscribes to dozens of planning journals and
orders the latest planning books. I copy and
send interesting articles to planners I know.
Other university colleagues do the same for me,
which creates an informal system of information exchange, although still very limited.
There are old and perennial questions
regarding changes to the planning situation.
How can we do a better job of establishing
more collaboration between planners and academics so that those who have the research
capacity can provide solutions to current planning problems? How can we get information
and study results into the hands of busy planners who need them, but have limited time to
read, and little access to journals?
Both academics and planners need to revisit this challenge. Universities should actively
seek the current planning problems arising in
the field. Also, academics should use accessible
forms of communication. Working planners
should take time to articulate the dilemmas
they face in the workplace. While these activities have always taken place to some degree
through the traditional modes of letter writing,
conversation and conferences, we now have at
52
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hand a much more powerful tool - the World
Wide Web.
Sections such as "Questions Needing
Answers" and "Current Publications by Topic
and Where to Find Them" would be valued
additions to the Canadian Institute of Planners
(CIP) web site, and to relevant university web
sites. It would be particularly useful if university web sites were to provide reading lists of
recent publications that are recommended by
university researchers in various subject areas.
All of this means assigning person hours to
maintain the web sites.
Finally, universities need to recognize that
scholars can often make meaningful contributions to their profession in ways other than
publishing complex articles in journals that are
not readily available to practicing planners.
Conducting and disseminating research of
immediate value to working planners ought to
be encouraged and rewarded.
(D

Robert Shipley is completing a Ph.D. on
"Visioning in Urban Planning, "and teaches
part-time at the University ofWaterloo.
His consulting experience includes strategic
planning, tourism development and heritage.
He has written several books and numerous
articles on subjects ranging from Canadian
urban studies to planning in China.
He can be reached at (519)664-3301, or
rshipley@cousteatt. uwaterloo. ca.

Gaming soon to Rlan eanada:
1997
May Public Consultation
July Zoning
Sept. New Brunswick
Nov. Conference Issue

1998
Recreation, Tourism and Arts Planning
Jan
Mar Winnipeg Pre-Conference Issue
May Regional Planning
July Planning for Seniors
Sept. Technology and Planning
Nov. Conference Issue

1999
Jan

Planning Professionalism
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combler le fosse
Au cours de mes entretiens avec divers praticiens en urbanisme, j'ai souvent entendu des
commentaires comme ceux-ci : « nous somme
a mettre en ocuvre un nouveau programme et
nous crayons qu'il sera efficace, mais nous
n' avons pas les moyens d' effectuer un suivi » ou
encore : « cette politique est la meilleure solution que nous ayons trouvee a ce probleme,
mais il aurait ete preferable de disposer de renseignements a jour. » J' ai aussi vu bien souvent
des etudiants dipl6mes pleins de bonnes intentions et competents mais incapables de trouver
un sujet de recherche stimulant.
Mon experience m' a appris que les choses
n' ont pas a etre ainsi. En fait, mon sujet de
maitrise portait sur une question pratique que
j'avais moi-meme vecue durant mes annees
passees comme praticien avant de reprendre les
etudes universitaires. J' ai toujours su conserver
un pied clans le monde universitaire et ce, en
poursuivant des etudes doctorales et en
enseignant tout en continuant a offrir des services de consultation. Consequemment, j'ai eu
la responsabilite et le loisir de lire des documents courants sur l'urbanisme. En effet,
quand on ocuvre clans le milieu universitaire,
on a acces a une bibliotheque abonnee a des
douzaines de journaux sur l'urbanisme et qui
commande les plus recents ouvrages sur le
sujet. Je peux done faire des copies d' articles
interessants et les envoyer a des urbanistes que
je connais et recevoir des documents de collegues universitaires. Nous creons ainsi un
reseau officieux d' echange de renseignements,
quoiqu' encore restreint.
[amelioration de la situation en urbanisme
comporte des questions qui reviennent sans
cesse. Comment peut-on favoriser davantage la
collaboration entre les urbanistes et les universitaires de sorte que ceux qui se consacrent a la
recherche puissent contribuer a trouver des
solutions aux problemes concrets et actuels en
urbanisme? Comment peut-on transmettre les
renseignements et les resultats d' etudes aux
praticiens qui en ont grandement besoin mais
n' ont nullement le temps de lire les plus
Plan Canada

recentes publications et y rarement acces?
Urbanistes et universitaires ont le devoir
d' examiner de pres cette question. Les universites devraient etre au courant des problemes
qui surviennent clans le domaine de l'urbanisme. De plus, les universitaires devraient avoir
recours a des formes de communication accessibles. Les urbanistes doivent exprimer clairement les difficultes auxquelles ils font face en
milieu de travail. Bien que, clans une certaine
mesure, nous ayons toujours mene ce genre
d' exercice par le biais de lettres, de discussions
et de congres, nous avons desormais a notre
disposition un outil infiniment plus puissant :
le World Wide Web.
II serait tres profitable d' ajouter au site Web
de l'lnstitut canadien des urbanistes (ICU) et
des universites concernees des rubriques intitulees « Questions necessitant reponses » et
« Ouvrages courants par sujet et sources». II
serait particulierement utile de pouvoir obtenir
sur le site Web des universites la liste des ouvrages
recents clans divers domaines recommandes par
les agents de recherche universitaire. La mise a
jour de ces sites Web necessiterait, bien entendu, I' affectation d'heures-personnes. En fin de
compte, les facultes d'urbanisme doivent reconnaitre que les universitaires peuvent contribuer a
la profession de fai;ons autres que par la simple
publication d'articles specialises clans des journaux qui ne sont pas toujours accessibles aux
praticiens en urbanisme. 11 importe de favoriser
et de recompenser les recherches d'interet
immediat pour les praticiens en urbanisme ainsi
que la diffusion des resultats obtenus.
8

Robert Shipley poursuit des etudes doctorales
sur la vision en urbanisme et enseigne a temps
partiel a la University o/Waterloo. fl possede de
!'experience comme consultant en matiere de
planification strategique, d'expansion du tourisme
et de patrimoine. fl est !'auteur de nombreux
ouvrages et articles sur des sujets allant des etudes
urbaines au Canada a l'urbanisme en Chine.
On peut le joindre au (519) 664-3307, ou a
rshipley@cousteau. uwaterloo. ca.
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across the table
My first encounter with the planning profession occurred in the late 1970s when I volunteered to observe City of Kingston planning
board meetings for a local public interest organization. Initially I knew nothing of the workings of City Hall, or of the intricacies of the
provincial Planning Act. I was mesmerized by
the biweekly ritual which unfolded before me.
Amongst the board members, which included
both city councilors and public appointees,
there was broadly divergent comprehension of
the issues. The planners always knew what they
were talking about. The planning director had
perfected the technique of repeatedly explaining to the board, without appearing to lecture,
the reasons why, in the name of "good planning", it was inadvisable to follow certain
courses of action and wise to follow others.
In my position as a city councilor and then
mayor of Kingston in the 1980s, I spent many
enjoyable hours working with planners. The
planning department didn't fare overly well in
city council's unwritten, but very evident, hierarchy of departments. Planners were the only
administrators to work in the "long term" - a
concept of time that did not appeal to many
politicians. Planners wrote the longest reports.
They dealt in ideas, not mill rates, asphalt
patching, snow ploughing or arena ice pads.
They were the intellectuals and dreamers who
toiled over the Official Plan in their basement
offices. They were the public servants most
often caught in the crossfire of the development debate, between would-be developers,
public interest groups and city council. But
they toiled on doggedly and consistently. They
produced solid recommendations. They
retained personal and professional integrity.
And they can look back over 20 years of very
palpable achievements that vindicate their
work.
As Chair and a sitting member of the
Ontario Municipal Board (0MB) in the mid1990s, I listened to planners as both advocates
of their profession and witnesses in hearings
(but not at the same time!). In any planning
54
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case, their expert evidence is the glue which
holds everything else together. 0MB members
can attest to a feeling of well-being which
descends upon any hearing when a competent
planning witness takes the stand. The presiding
panel finds security in the brief, clear and consistent responses which make sense amidst the
wide range of conflicting issues.
For many years, I have relied upon
planners to make sense of patterns of growth
and changes in human settlement. Those who
excel in their profession have never let me
down. With the current overwhelming tide of
change, their unwavering focus on the long
term is an invaluable asset to our society. 8

Helen Cooper is a graduate of Queen's University
and the London School ofEconomics. She served
as Mayor ofKingston, Ontario from 1988 until
1993, and is a past president ofthe Association
ofMunicipalities of Ontario. She rece.'1tly
completed a three-year term as Chair ofthe
Ontario Municipal Boa1d. Helen currently
lives in Kingston and may be contacted at
(613)549-4823.

A venir sous :peu
dans Plan <::anada :
en 1997
Mai
Juillet
Septembre
Novembre

Consultation publique
Zonage
Nouveau-Brunswick
Dossier du congres

en 1998
Janvier
Mars
Mai
Juillet
Septembre
Novembre

Loisirs, tourisme et arts
Dossier d' avant-congres
de Winnipeg
Amenagement regional
Urbanisme adapte
aux personnes a.gees
Technologie et urbanisme
Dossier du congres

en 1999
Janvier

Professionnalisme
en urbanisme
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tour de table
C'est vers la fin des annees 70 que j'ai eu mon
premier contact avec la profession de l'urbanisme. J' avais en effet accepte d' assister, comme
observatrice, aux assemblees du conseil d'urbanisme de la ville de Kingston et ce, pour le
compte d'un organisme d'interet public. A
cette epoque, j'ignorais tout des rouages de
l' administration municipale et des complexites
de la Loi provinciale sur l' amenagement du territoire. J' etais depassee par le rituel bimensuel
qui se deroulait sous mes yeux. Le conseil etait
compose, entre autres, de conseillers municipaux et de beneficiaires de nomination
publique qui avaient une comprehension tres
divergente des divers dossiers. Les urbanistes
savaient toujours de quoi ils parlaient. Le
directeur de l'urbanisme etait passe maitre clans
l' art d' expliquer aux membres du conseil, sans
avoir l' air de les semoncer, pourquoi il etait
preferable, pour des raisons d'urbanisme conscientieux, d' adopter certaines mesures plut6t
que d' autres.
Dans le cadre de mes fonctions de conseillere municipale et de maire de Kingston clans
les annees 80, j'ai passe de nombreuses heures
agreables a c6toyer les urbanistes. Dans la
hierarchie tacite bien qu'evidente du conseil
municipal, le service de l'urbanisme n'etait pas
toujours bien vu. Les urbanistes etaient les seuls
administrateurs a pratiquer la planification a
long terme; une notion du temps peu populaire
aupres de nombreux politiciens. Les urbanistes
redigeaient toujours les rapports les plus longs.
Ils traitaient d'idees et non pas de taux par
mille, de reparation des routes, de deneigement
et de remplissage de la patinoire de l' arena. Ils
etaient les intellectuels et les reveurs qui s' echinaient sur le Plan officiel dans leurs bureaux
installes au sous-sol. Ils etaient les fonctionnaires qui se retrouvaient le plus souvent au
ca:ur de la controverse, tirailles entre les promoteurs eventuels, les groupes d'interet public
et le conseil-municipal. Or, leur devouement et
leur acharnement a donne lieu al' adoption
d' excellentes recommandations. Ils ont toujours
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conserver leur integrite personnel et professionnelle et peuvent aujourd'hui admirer les
fruits concrets de 20 ans de travail.
Dans le cadre de mes fonctions de presidente et de membre titulaire de la Commission
des affaires municipales de !'Ontario (CAMO)
au milieu des annees 90, j' ai beneficie des competences des urbanistes autant comme
defenseur de leur profession que comme
temoins clans le contexte d'audiences. Dans
routes les causes relatives a l'urbanisme, leur
temoignage d' expert contribue sans cesse a
etablir un lien entre une multitude de fairs en
apparence contradictoires. Les membres de la
CAMO sont les premiers a declarer a quel point
il est rassurant de recevoir le temoignage concis,
bref et coherent d'un urbaniste competent.
Au cours de toutes ces annees, j'ai toujours
pu compter sur les urbanismes pour m' aider a
comprendre les modeles de croissance et de
transformation des etablissements humains.
Ceux qui excellent dans leur profession ne
m' ont jamais dec;:ue. Compte tenu de la grande
vague actuelle de changement, leur vision a
long terme est un atout indispensable pour
notre societe.
•
SU

Helen Cooper est diplomee de Queen's University
et de la London School ofEconomics. Elle a ete
maire de Kingston (Ontario) de 1988 a 1993 et
presidente de !'Association des municipalites de
!'Ontario. Elle vient de terminer un mandat de
trois ans comme presidente de la Commission des
affeires municipales de !'Ontario. Elle vit
actuellement a Kingston et on peut la joindre au
(613) 549-4823.
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The Environmental Studies Program within
the Faculty of Natural Resources and
Environmental Studies at the University of
Northern British Columbia in Prince George
has recently received accreditation for its
Bachelor of Science (B.Sc.) major in
Environmental Planning from the Canadian
Institute of Planners (CIP). An accreditation
team for CIP, comprised of Dr. Larry Martin
MCIP, Dr. Julian Dunster MCIP, and David
Klippenstein MCIP, went to Prince George in
April 1996 and met with faculty and students.
The team reviewed the existing curriculum and
made recommendations to strengthen the program. In June 1996, the CIP National Council
approved the recommendation from the
Planning Institute of British Columbia (PIBC)
Council and the accreditation team to recognize the B.Sc. major in Environmental
Planning. The revisions to the program now are
undergoing university approval.
The UNBC planning program is unique in
its emphasis on environmental, resource, rural,
and First Nations planning in the northern

context. Taking advantage of its spectacular
natural laboratory, the degree focuses on planning that is based upon a sound understanding
of ecosystems and the natural resources on
which sustainable communities depend.
Students choose from three professional themes
developed to provide them with expertise in a
specific area: integrated natural resource planning, northern rural and community planning,
and a self-directed theme in planning.
In addition to the B.Sc. major in
Environmental Planning, the Environmental
Studies Program offers a Bachelor of Arts in
Environmental Studies and a B.Sc. and M.Sc.
in Environmental Science. The Faculty of
Natural Resources and Environmental Studies
provides planning students with an opportunity to examine planning issues within a multidisciplinary context.
0

For more information about these programs please
contact: Professor Leslie King, Ph.D., MCIP,
Chair Environmental Studies Program at
(250) 960-5836.

Congratulations to Nancy Marshall
for receiving the University of New South
Wales (UNSW) Overseas Postgraduate
Research Scholarship (a value of $56 000 over
four years). This scholarship is federally funded, and of the 26 000 students enrolled at
UNSW, only 38 doctoral and master's students
currently hold this award. Nancy is enrolled in
the Ph.D. program at UNSW in the Faculty of
the Built Environment, School of Planning and
Urban Development, and her research focuses
on the accreditation of professional planners
and planning schools. Nancy is a graduate of
the University of Calgary planning program
and has been a private consultant for six years.
She will become Plan Canada's first overseas
correspondent and editorial contributor, and
will be serving as senior editor of the May
1997 and January 1998 issues.
0
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les actualites
l:ICU vient d'agrementer le baccalaureates sciences specialise en amenagement du milieu du
programme d' etudes du milieu de la faculte des
ressources naturelles et des etudes du milieu de
la University of Northern British Columbia a
Prince George. En avril 1996 a Prince George,
le comite d'agrement de !'ICU, forme de Larry
Martin, Ph.D., MCIP, Julian Dunster, Ph.D.,
MCIP, et David Klippenstein, MCIP, a rencontre !es membres de la faculte et les etudiants. Le
comite, charge d' evaluer le programme actuel, a
fait des recommandations ayant pour but
d' ameliorer ce programme. En juin 1996, le
Conseil national de l'ICU a approuve la recommandation du Conseil du Planning Institute of
British Columbia (PICB) et du comite d'agrement de reconnaitre le baccalaureat specialise
en amenagement du milieu. l:universite
procede actuellement a l' approbation des
ameliorations recommandees.
Le programme d'urbanisme de la UNBC se
distingue par !'importance accordee aux questions d' environnement, de ressources, d' amenagement rural et des premieres nations clans le
contexte du Nord. Les elements de ce dipl6me,

Toutes nos felicitations

influences par l'imposant contexte nature!, preconisent un urbanisme fonde sur une comprehension judicieuse des ecosystemes et des
ressources naturelles dont dependent !es localites qui souhaitent etre viables. Les etudiants
ont le choix entre trois themes professionnels
conc;:us de fac;:on a leur permettre d' acquerir des
competences clans l'un des domaines suivants :
amenagement integre des ressources naturelles,
ruralisme et amenagement des localites du
Nord et theme d'urbanisme auto-dirige.
Outre le bacc es sciences specialise en amenagement du milieu, le programme des etudes du
milieu offre un B.A. en etudes du milieu ainsi
qu'un B.Sc. et une M.Sc. specialises en science de
l' environnement. La faculte des ressources
naturelles et des etudes du milieu donne aux etudiants la possibilite d' etudier les questions d' urbanisme clans un contexte multidisciplinaire. 8

Pour obtenir plus de renseignements sur ces
programmes, veuillez vous adresser a la presidente
du programme d'etudes du milieu, le professeur
Leslie King, Ph.D., MCIP, en composant le
(205) 960-5836.

a Nancy Marshall

laureate de la bourse d' etudes superieures de la
University of New South Wales (UNSW) a l'etranger d'une valeur de 56 000 $ repartis sur
quatre ans. Cette bourse financee par le gouvernement federal a ete decernee a seulement 38
des 26 000 etudiants inscrits aux programmes
de doctorat et de maitrise de la UNSW Nancy
Marshall est actuellement inscrite au programme de doctorat de l'ecole d'urbanisme et
d' amenagement de la faculte du milieu bati de
la UNSW Sa recherche porte sur l'agrement des
urbanistes professionnels et des ecoles d'urbanisme. Elle detient un dipl6me en urbanisme de
la University of Calgary et ceuvre comme consultante privee depuis deja six ans. Elle deviendra la premiere correspondante et redactricecollaboratrice de Plan Canada a I' etranger et
remplira !es fonctions de redactrice principale

Passez le mot !
Communiquez avec
la redactrice en chef par
telephone au (613) 547-2118,
par telecopieur au
(613) 547-1665
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pjr.hlrplan@sympatico.ca
Les primeurs sont toujours
les bienvenues!
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As a former risk management consultant, I was
pleased to discover this set of simple guidelines
published by the Major Industrial Accidents
Council of Canada (MIACC). I have long
believed that risk management concepts must
be better integrated into decision-making in
both the public and private sector, and that this
could be achieved if someone simply made an
effort to explain risk management in clear,
non-technical terms.
The publication by MIACC is an excellent
starting point for improving our understanding
of "acceptable levels of risk" associated with
heavy industry and hazardous facilities, and for
refining techniques to incorporate this understanding into official plans, land use by-laws,
development regulations and impact assessments. The book includes an overview of the
basics of risk management (which most planners will find helpful) and an overview of the
basics of land use planning and public participation (which most planners can skim over
rapidly). There is also a simple glossary of definitions. With 33 pages of text, the book can be
read in under an hour.
The introductory chapter establishes a
useful context and rationale for the remainder
of the book by explaining how risk management efforts to date have focused on reducing
risks at their source and improving emergency
preparedness and response. Far less attention
has been paid to equally important objectives,
including risk reduction through better control
of development and land use around the source,
risk communication and education. Instead of
managing risks associated with a specific event
or hazardous substance, the approach coming
into vogue is to manage risks in a holistic manner for an entire geographic area.
Interestingly, European countries are far
ahead of Canada and the United States in this
modern perspective of integrating risk assessment and land use planning. I can surmise that
this results from Europe being more densely
populated than North America, necessitating
authorities to implement strict land use con-.
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trols around industrial areas. Consequently,
this book uses existing practices in Britain, The
Netherlands and France to establish recommended guidelines for acceptable levels of risk
in Canada.
The authors of these guidelines appear to
have a healthy recognition of the political, economic and legal difficulties in establishing risk
guidelines, and as a result their stated objectives
in issuing the guidelines are appropriately modest. Strong industry involvement in MIACC
will likely help to further these objectives.
Industries have a vested interest (for legal reasons) not only in being controlled by the
municipality, but in demanding some reciprocal consideration in the form of municipal
direction and control of the development
which surrounds them.
MIACC and CIP are co-sponsoring a oneday course on Risi, Assessment for Land Use
Planners in conjunction with the CIP conference in July. Please see CIP News for more
information.
8

Rachel Corbett MCIP is Executive Director ofthe
Canadian Institute ofPlanners. Prior to employment with CIP, Rachel was a planning and risk
management consultant in Alberta.
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Montreal: A trio on high-order services.
The future of the region of Montreal is the
subject of furious debate at the present time,
not only politically, but also in terms of economic and social development. The 1993
Pichette Task Force Report, Montreal - a CityRegion, diagnosed many problems similar to
those debated in the Golden Report on urban
management of the Greater Toronto Area
(1996). These problems include urban sprawl,
transportation, the fragmented provision of services and infrastructure, environment, municipal government, and the future of the downtown area.
The studies under review are representative
of a series commissioned by the Service de fa
planification et de fa concertation of the City of
Montreal, within the framework of a research
agreement with the Institut national de fa
recherche scientiflque, that endeavours to assess
the present and future role of the City within
the region. While these three deal with the evolution of the service sector, others in the series
look at social, demographic and cultural
aspects.
The first two studies examine the growth
of high-order tertiary activities; the second
essentially updates the first by including
employment figures from the 1991 Census.
These activities, in contrast with ordinary service industries such as personal and consumer
services, are considered to be motors of growth
and development. They include three groups:
finance, insurance and real estate; services to
industry such as consulting engineers, information services and management specialists; and
head offices of all kinds. The studies endeavour
to identify the role of these high-end activities
in the economy of the region of Montreal, to
gauge the extent to which they are subject to
decentralization, and to explore the role that
the City might play in encouraging their further development.
Although the studies contain previously
unassembled information, they do not provide
clear cut answers. The first volume is largely
Plan Canada

based on special compilations from Dun and
Bradstreet and Census Canada, while the second relies heavily on the 1991 Census. Being
American, the Dun and Bradstreet classifications do not quite fit with those of the census.
In the 1980s, tertiary sector jobs in the
metropolitan area increased by almost 25%,
from 740 000 (66% of the total) to 925 000
(74%). Over the same time period, financial
and associated services grew by 123%, services
to enterprise by 20%, and head office jobs by
44%. Losses were high, on the other hand, in
the transportation and manufacturing sectors.
In sharp contrast with services to enterprise
where 77% of the growth was outside the City,
almost 80% of the growth in the financial sector occurred in downtown Montreal. Head
office employment growth was about equally
split between the City and the region, as was
the construction of new office space. The study
recommendations focus on public policy
designed to maintain the attractiveness of the
central business district.
The third study looks at federal and
provincial government employment. Even with
the exclusion of education, and health and
social services, this aspect of the tertiary sector
accounted for about 60 000 jobs in the City of
Montreal in 1992. Recent cut-backs in government spending and the potential for job losses
are seen as a menace to the economy of the
City where fonctionnaires make up an important part of the total workforce. The average
wage of a civil servant in Quebec is significant;
over $35 000 per year at the federal level and
$33 666 at the provincial level.
Lamonde sees two dangers to Montreal's
downtown; one from a reduction of government employment and one from urban sprawl
and the consequent decentralization of services.
Using share techniques, he shows how government employment in the Montreal region is
under-represented at both the federal and
provincial levels in relation to the size of the
population, and generally provides the mayor
of Montreal with ammunition to berate both
Nlarch I mars 1997

governments in the event of downsizing.
the Region of Montreal has announced the forAll three reports are interesting, and not
mation of a new regional body to be phased in
only to Montreal-watchers. The methodologiover the next five years. The Commission de
cal challenges of documenting what seem to be Developpement de la Metropole is to include the
fairly straightforward questions are significant.
Island of Montreal, Ville Laval (Ile Jesus), and
Coffey and Drolet had trouble reconciling Dun the regional county municipalities on the
and Bradstreet with the census data. Lamonde
North and South Shores - an area very
used special compilations from the federal and
roughly equivalent to the census-defined
provincial treasury boards, the census and the
region. How it will tackle the city's two major
Quebec Office of Human Resources which
problems - urban sprawl and the fiscal crisis
were not exactly matched. A further complica- - remains to be seen.
CD
tion is caused by the boundary definitions for
the central area of Montreal, the region of
Montreal and its component parts; each agency Jeanne M Wolfe is a professor and Director ofthe
seems to use a different definition.
School of Urban Planning at McGill University
Since the studies were published, the
in Montreal. She may be contacted at
provincial government minister responsible for (514) 398-4075, orjeannew@urbarc. Ian. mcgill ca.
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